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PERFORMANCES OF AFRICAN AMERICAN AND LOWER-INCOME
STUDENTS ON STATE STANDARDIZED TESTS

By
Mavis R. Higgins-Green, Ed. D
Texas Southern University, 1998
Professor Sumpter Brooks n , Advisor
The purpose o f this investigation was to examine the academic performances o f
African American and lower-income students on state standardized,

mandatory

competency examinations relative to the independent variables type of school, school
location, district wealth, size of school, race o f the school principal, gender o f the school
principal, expenditure per student, and student-teacher ratio. The dependent performance
variables were mathematics, reading, and writing. Eight hypotheses were formulated and
tested to determine if the aforementioned independent variables had significant effect on
the academic performances o f high school African American and lower-income students
on standardized, mandatory competency examinations in mathematics, reading, and
writing.
The targeted population for this investigation was taken from high schools in the
states that conduct mandatory competency testing (Exit Exam) as a requirement for high
school graduation. School districts and high schools were randomly selected from those
states that required mandatory, competency testing and having at least 29.5 percent
African American and at least 65 percent lower-income students. Data for the study were
examined using an Analysis o f Variance and Scheffe statistical techniques.
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Among the

conclusions of this study were: (1) type o f school did not produce differences in the
academic performances o f African American and lower-income high school students in
mathematics, reading, and writing; (2) urban African American and lower-income high
school students performed academically better than did their rural counterpans in
mathematics, reading, and writing; (3) African American and lower-income high school
students enrolled in wealthy districts performed academically better than did their
counterparts in the poorer districts in mathematics, reading, and writing; (4) African
American and lower-income high school students from large high schools consistently
out-performed their peers from small high schools in mathematics, reading, and writing;
(5) gender o f the school’s principal had no influence on the academic performances o f
African American and lower-income high school students in mathematics, reading, and
writing; (6) race o f the school principal had no influence on the academic performances of
African American and lower-income high school students in mathematics, reading, and
writing; (7) expenditure per student did not have an influence on the .academic
performances o f African American and lower-income high school students in mathematics,
reading, and writing; (8) teacher/student ratio had no influence on the academic
performances of African American and lower-income high school students on the
mathematics, reading, and writing.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The nationwide concern over academic excellence in education has given rise to a
plethora o f rhetoric touting for educational reforms. Linn (1994), for example, has opined
that the push for educational reform as a top priority in the United States began as early as
1970, when a multitude o f studies reported that American students were performing
considerably below previous levels. Moreover, as the competency-testing movement in
the United states swelled in the late 1970s, more than 40 states introduced some kind of
mandated statewide testing (Haney and Madaus, 1978).

About 25 states included

gatekeeping provisions in these policies, such as a specific test or series of tests that had to
be passed before a high school diploma could be awarded. As reported in the Education
Commission of the States’ (ECS) Clearinghouse publications, twenty states presently
administer standardized, mandatory exit examinations before a diploma is awarded to high
school students (See Appendix C).
Today’s movement for excellence in education is nothing new in America’s public
education system. A series o f reports in the 1980s galvanized a demand for an increase in
performance from schools (Hodgkinson, 1991). One such report was the publication of A
Nation At Risk by the National Commission on Excellence in Education in 1983.

A

Nation At Risk (1983) recommended that all students seeking diplomas be required to
enroll in the “New Basics,” a core curriculum composed o f four (4) years of English and
three (3) years each o f social studies, science, and mathematics (Catterall, 1989). While
several states have adopted this set o f requirements, others have chosen a less restricted
set. Following the publication of the Nation At Risk, there occurred a great expansion of
1
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testing programs. According to Ladson-Billings and Henry (1990), the results o f these
testing programs have been disastrous, particularly for African American and
lower-income students.

Moreover, the academic outlook for these students in urban

schools is especially bleak (Strickland, 1994). Statistics further indicate that 22 o f the 26
largest school districts in the country have minority-majority school enrollment and that
38% o f the total public school student body will be composed o f minority students in the
year 2010 (Hodgkinson, 1989).

These figures raise serious questions regarding the

wisdom o f maintaining the status quo in regard to America’s Eurocentric curricular and
assessment procedures. In fact, Hodgkinson (1989) and McLaren (1989) have argued
that the use o f a Eurocentric cultural curriculum which requires “acting white” as a
prerequisite for success causes many minority students to lose their cultural identity and to
become social isolates among their ethnic peers (Fordham and Ogbu, 1986).
Likewise, the increasing prevalence of economically disadvantaged children
entering the United States’ schools has raised new concerns about their adjustments and
success. Inequality in educational achievement and participation by African American and
lower-income students are visible across the spectrum o f education (Knapp, Shields, and
Turnbull, 1995). As noted in Teacher Magazine (April, 1990), African American students
are currently dropping out of school at the rate o f three in ten; Hispanic students at a rate
o f four in ten, and Native Americans at a rate o f five in ten, as opposed to a one in ten
figure for White students. It is especially disturbing to educators that these discrepancies
in achievement exist despite the implementation of a series o f costly reforms over the past
twenty-five years. (Cummins; 1989)
To be sure, educational reforms efforts over the last twenty-five years have
resulted in the establishment of competency testing as one measure o f accountability.
Herring (1989) explained that the failure rates on minimum competency tests were much
higher for African American and lower-income students than they were for White
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students.

This adverse impact is thought to be the result o f prior discrimination,

inadequate teaching, poor education, and other social and economic factors (Serow,
1984).
Unquestionably secondary schools in the 1990s face daunting challenges. They
must prepare students for a rapidly changing workplace, must train students to be effective
surveyors o f information, and must help students to become productive citizens. Also,
national education goals call for schools to raise graduation rates and to help students
attain world-class standards. Having sufficient numbers o f students graduate is viewed as
crucial to national competitiveness in a global society. High school graduation is thus
viewed as so important that increasing the graduation rate has become a top national
educational goal. Goal 2, first endorsed by governors and the President o f the U. S. in
1989 and now codified in law through “Goals 2000: Educate America Act” (Public Law
103-227), states that “by the year 2000, the high school graduation rate will increase to at
least 90 percent” (p. 11). This goal is supported and actuated by objectives that call for a
significant reduction in school dropout rates, along with the successful return and
graduation o f 75% o f those who have already dropped out, and a reduction in the gap
between the high school graduation rates of students with minority and non-minority
backgrounds.
Although this national goal is supported by federal law, there is no mention in the
law or o f the goal about exactly what the requirement will be for a student to graduate.
Requirements for high school graduation are not set by the United States Department of
Education. Rather, these are set either through state regulations or by local districts in
concert with general state guidelines.

At the same time that the nation has set a 90

percent high school completion rate as the goal to be reached by the year 2000, many
states (or local districts) have increased high school graduation requirements as part o f an
overall educational reform movement (Medrich, Brown, Henke, Ross and McArthur,
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1992). The requirements that the states set for graduation can range from Carnegie unit
requirements (a certain number o f class credits earned in specific areas), to successfully
passing minimum competency tests, to high school exit examinations, and/or to a series o f
benchmark examinations. States may also require almost any combination o f these.
The apparent diversity in the possible requirements for graduating from high
school is often complicated by a similarly diverse set o f possible types o f graduation
documents. However, the high school diploma is not the only document that represents
successful completion o f high school. Among the array o f other possibilities are diplomas
with endorsements, certificates o f attendance, and standard diplomas, to mention a few.
Undoubtedly, the language o f Goals 2000 is very clear in that these goals,
objectives, and support for reform are intended for all students. So, then, when Goal 2
states that the high school graduation rate will increase to at least 90 percent, one
assumption could be that calculation o f the percentage will be based on all students. Thus
the need to understand these requirements for students to graduate and to examine the
possible implications of policy are particularly important. Research findings have indicated
that African American and lower-income students experience significant negative
outcomes when they do not earn a high school or equivalent diploma (Affleck, Edgar,
Levine, and Kortering, 1990; Edgar, 1987; Hasazi, Gordon, and Roe, 1985; and Wagner,
1992).
Given the fundamental beliefs in freedoms that are characteristic o f the United
States, one wonders why Americans accept the rigid, almost stifling constraints o f
standardized testing in education. If the benefits o f freedom are reflected in economic
and political institutions, which thrive on competition, it would seem logical to assume
that the freedom that benefits the United States’ economic and political institutions would
also enhance the effectiveness o f the United States’ system of education (Willie, 1985).
Taylor (1980) observed that mandatory tests have generally been standardized on
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predominantly White populations and also depend heavily upon linguistic styles which
differ considerably among Black and White populations in the United States.

Earlier,

Lesser and Stodolsky (1967) did not concur with the contention that equal opportunity
should produce equal test score averages among different racial and ethnic populations;
they pointed out that the authors o f such reports obviously had assumed that equal
educational opportunity should yield similar scores on similar tests for all subgroups in
America.
According to Levine (1994), the differences in schools go far beyond the
distinctions commonly made between various ethnic groups.

There exists important

differences among children within ethnic groups and more so among those who live at and
below the poverty level.

Disproportionately high percentages o f African American

students are from lower-income families. Instructional approaches and interventions that
have yielded some success or have appeared to offer significant promise for improving the
academic performances o f African American and lower-income students seem particularly
salient (Levine, 1994). Yet educators and others concerned with enhancing the academic
achievements o f African American and lower-income students are unconsciously
supporting the myth o f the Bell Curve, which says that children of color lack what it takes
to succeed in life (Bleich, 1995). Citing Cain (1993), a former school teacher Hare says,
“There is a prevailing attitude in our society that Black children are hopeless; some believe
that they are helpless, and many in the educational system themselves believe that they are
uneducable” (p. 111). By any measure o f achievement and in almost any urban school
district, African American and lower-income students are perceived as being at the
bottom. American educators, it would seem, are writing off millions of African American
and lower-income students, and will continue to do so as long as this country refuses to
provide the rigorous and honest scrutiny needed to bring about change (Harris, 1992 ).
Harris (1992) reported that new trends indicate a growing problem o f deficit skills
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in the critical areas o f language, mathematics, and science among African American and
lower-income students in urban settings; - these trends threaten to curtail significantly
national prosperity.

Bleich (1995), too, argues that in the search for solutions to the

underachievement dilemma, large-scale intervention efforts which incorporate resources
from state and federal governments, from the private sector, from local schools, teachers,
parents, and local communities must be initiated. Moreover, these efforts ought to focus
on corrective measures with at least two “systemic” factors. The first is recognition o f
the existing structural inequities and the second is the prevailing lack o f a comprehensive
policy to deal effectively with the cultural differences in the multiracial mix o f the larger
student body. (Lomotey, 1990)
Lechner-Knowles (1987) opined that school culture is that intangible ‘Teel” o f a
school, the unspoken understanding o f “how things are done around here,” that one can
sense it as he or she approaches the building. However, the culture o f urban schools
historically has been characterized by negative, racist assumptions that promote the failure
of many African American and lower-income students. If the key to school improvement
or enhancement o f the academic success of African American and lower-income students
lies in changing the mindset and the heartset of all within the school community, then the
"culture” should be the target.

Further, Lechner-Knowles (1987) contended that the

question, then, should be: “How does the school system change without bringing about
the total destruction o f those who are to be helped (p. 299)?”
cultural leadership o f the school.

The answer is in the

Thus, Lechner-Knowles (1987) defined “cultural

leadership” as the art o f fusing a personal vision with a school that needs a new direction.
This fusion requires both a principal who knows what he or she wants and a community o f
faculty, parents, students, and staff who believe they need a new direction to solve existing
problems. To redirect the school, there must be general agreement between the principal
and the school community (Lechner-Knowles, 1987).
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Harris (1992) and Berlin and Sum (1988) argued that the academic achievement o f
a large number o f African American and lower-income students across the country, as
measured by standardized achievement tests, had deteriorated considerably over the last
twenty years.

Several factors have been identified as contributing to this dilemma,

including inadequate facilities (The Council o f the Great City Schools, 1987). Another
factor that has been identified is the size o f the school district. School districts, as
measured by the number o f students in membership, differ greatly in size. Some districts
enroll 100,000 or more students. Research shows that smaller schools and districts allow
teachers to develop individualized learning plans to meet the needs o f students
(Howley,1989).

A study conducted by Boozer and Rouse (1995) found that not only

were African American students in large schools but they were also in larger classes,
depending on the type o f class.

The student/teacher ratio effects on results o f

standardized tests were examined by Borgrink (1987), who concluded that Hispanic
students o f low-socioeconomic status who failed standardized competency tests, were also
placed in larger classes than were non-Hispanic students.
Ranking alongside school size is the instructional leadership at the building level.
As an instructional leader, the principal should model and encourage rigorous leadership
without using coercion or domination (Edmonds, 1979).

Such leadership has both

pervasive and persuasive ways o f influencing others to utilize the best instructional
practices, to focus upon student learning, and to enable teachers to teach and students to
learn at their best levels o f achievement. Such is and should be the role o f the principal as
an instructional leader in the school. (Lechner-Knowles, 1987)
Closely akin to the principal’s role as an instructional leader is the significance o f
funding in public schools. Expenditures per student are often used as a proxy measure o f
the quality o f education.

Spottheim (1989), Jewell (1993), Grissmer (1994), Slavin

(1994), and Burtless (1996) have all examined the relationship between educational
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spending and achievement test scores. These researchers have all found significance in
such relationships. Yet revenues per student vary widely across states. The responsibility
for funding education is the purview o f the state government, not the federal government.
In addition, there exists considerable variation within states because states delegate
authority for operating and funding schools to local school districts. Thus, one estimate
revealed that the wealthiest districts have about 16 percent more cost-of-living, adjusted
revenue per student than do the poorest districts (Spottheim, 1989).
In this study are some key descriptive variables which the researcher feels reed to
be discussed.

These specific descriptive variables are: district wealth, expenditure per

student, and school location. Funding o f education in America varies dramatically from
states to states, school districts to school districts and from school to school within the
same district.

States’ budget and school districts are financed using a combination of

income taxes, corporate taxes, and sales taxes.

Federal aid is distributed to schools

districts categorically for each special program or projects and also on a per student basis.
Given the aforementioned practices, the amount o f money spent on each student in the
United States can ranges from $1,500 to $415,000 (Jewell, 1993).
Expenditure per student depends heavily upon the property values and so varies
from year to year.

Also, the expenditure per student is dependent on the kind of

neighborhood in which the school is located. Schools districts and schools in the more
affluent neighborhoods will have much larger budgets, and the expenditure per student
will be higher than for those schools in the less affluent neighborhood; so expenditure per
student varies from school district to school district within any given state and likewise
expenditure per student varies from school to school within any district (Burtless, 1996).
The school location is one o f the major factor that helps to determine the expenditure per
student and also helps in determining the wealth o f the school and the school district
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Schools located in high-income communities spend more money on education than those
schools located in low-income communities.
In preparing an article on an interview he had conducted with Ralph W. Tyler for
The Journal o f Educational Research Horowitz (1995) noted some critical questions that
educational researchers and evaluators need to consider if the next 75 years o f schooling
will need improvement.

These questions were: (1) What should be the goals o f

educational assessment in North America? (2) How might assessment be used to
encourage, rather than restrict or curtail, educational development and success? (3) How
do we avoid intellectual or moral harm through assessment or testing? (4) How can we
most successfully identify, nurture, and develop talent and learning across the disciplines
and schooling, and thus use assessment to that end? (5) How can we ensure access and
opportunity for all students? (6) What kinds o f evaluations and assessments will meet
these most important goals? Tyler’s remarks were most revealing. He emphasized that it
is most critical that the purpose(s) for testing or evaluation be considered before any
assessment is undertaken. Tyler does not think that multiple assessments and alternative
assessments are panaceas.

Rather all evaluations must be guided by a purpose and

sensitivity for the uniqueness o f the individual or the student population being assessed (p.
70). Tyler further stated that every evaluation should serve some valid and productive
purpose in the student’s learning cycle. Every test, every grade affects the learner’s future
initiative and engagement.

He warned about avoiding fads and the implementation o f

across-the-board changes.

Some o f Tyler’s remarks during the interview revealed his

respect for teachers and his fervor for using common-sense in matters o f education and
assessments.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of

this

study was to examine differences in the academic

performances o f African American and lower-income high school students on state
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standardized, mandatory competency examinations relative to the following independent
variables: type o f school, school location, district wealth, size o f school, race o f school
principal, gender o f the school principal, expenditure per student, and student/teacher ratio
on the academic performance of high school African American and lower-income students
with regard to mathematics, reading, and writing.

Statement, of the Pxoblem
One o f the most interesting issues in education today concerns the academic
performances African American and lower-income students on standardized, mandatory
competency tests in high schools across the United States.

At the same time, public

expectations and demands for accountability are increasing.
This study was undertaken to determine whether significant differences existed
among the type o f school, school location, district wealth, size of school, race o f school
principal, gender o f school principal, expenditure per student, student/teacher ratio, and
the academic-performances o f high school African American and lower-income students in
mathematics, reading, and writing on standardized, mandatory competency tests.
Specifically, the major question to be answered in this study was, "What effects will the
variables, type o f district and type o f school have on African American and lower-income
students’ academic

performances

on

standardized,

mandatory competency tests

(examinations) in mathematics, reading, and writing?” A series o f corollary questions was
investigated to resolve this major question. Therefore, the researcher sought to investigate
the following subordinate questions:
1.

Does the type of school affect the academic performances o f African
American and lower-income students on the mathematics, reading, and
writing sections of state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations?
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2.

Does school location affect the academic performances o f African
American and Iower-income students on the mathematics, reading, and
writing sections o f state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations?

3.

Does district wealth affect the academic performances o f African American
and lower-income students on the mathematics, reading, and writing
sections o f state standardized, mandatory competency examinations?

4.

Does size o f the school affect the academic performances o f African
American and Iower-income students on the mathematics, reading, and
writing sections o f state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations?

5.

Does the race o f the school principal affect the academic performances o f
African American and lower-income students on the mathematics, reading,
and sections o f state standardized, mandatory competency examinations?

6.

Does the gender o f the school principal affect the academic performances
of African American and lower-income students on the mathematics,
reading, and writing sections o f state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations?

7.

Does the expenditure per student affect the academic performances of
African American and lower-income students on the mathematics, reading,
and writing sections o f state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations?

8.

Does the student/teacher ratio affect the academic performances o f African
American and lower-income students on the mathematics, reading, and
writing sections o f state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations?
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Significance of the Study
The significance of this study was threefold.

First, this investigator sought to

provide state governors, legislators, boards o f education, school districts, administrators,
teachers, counselors, students, and laypersons with knowledge, data, and resources about
factors that influence the academic performance o f African American and lower-income
students on state standardized, mandatory competency examinations.

Second, as

previously noted, does the academic performances of African American and lower-income
high school students on state standardized, mandatory competency examinations pose a
dilemma that warrants further investigation. Inasmuch as many o f the nation’s states are
now using some kind of exit examination, any relevant and important data on the
successes and failure of African American and lower-income students would surely be
pertinent to the future of these students. Consequently, educators would be remiss not to
explore all the possibilities for improving the academic performances o f African American
and lower-income high school students on state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations.

A third aspect is that if any o f the mean achievement comparisons were

found to be significant, then the results could be used in preparation for improving the
academic performances of African American and lower-income high school students on
state standardized, mandatory competency examinations. Therefore, to identify and assess
the significance o f the study, the investigator undertook a study on the performances of
African American and lower-income students on state standardized, mandatory
competency examinations.
Statement of Hypotheses
The following null hypotheses were formulated in congruence with the focus o f the
research problem and questions:
Ho,: There is no significant difference between the mean academic performances
of African American and lower-income students on the mathematics,
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reading, and writing sections on state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations by type o f school.
H o2: There is no significant difference between the mean academic performances
o f African American and lower-income students on the mathematics,
reading, and writing sections on state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations by school location.
H o 3:

There is no significant difference between the mean academic performances
o f African American and lower-income students on the mathematics,
reading, and writing sections on state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations by district wealth.

H o4: There is no significant difference between the mean academic performances
o f African American and lower-income students on the mathematics,
reading, and writing sections on state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations by size o f the school.
H o5: There is no significant difference between the mean academic performances
o f African American and lower-income students on the mathematics,
reading, and writing sections on state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations by race o f the school principal.
H o6: There is no significant difference between the mean academic performances
o f African American and lower-income students on the mathematics,
reading, and writing sections on state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations by gender o f the school principal.
H o7: There is no significant difference between the mean academic performances
o f African American and lower-income students on the mathematics,
reading, and writing sections on state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations by expenditure per student.
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H cg: There is no significant difference between the mean academic performances
o f African American and lower-income students on the mathematics,
reading, and writing sections on state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations by student/teacher ratio.

Limitations
The following limitations relative to this study were identified and observed:
1.

This study included only states that administered standardized, mandatory
competency testing for high school graduation.

2.

This study included only African American and lower-income high school
students from states which require exit examinations for high school
diplomas.

3.

This study was limited to high schools with a minimum population of
29.5% African American and 65% lower-income high school students
among their enrollments.

4.

This study was limited to a specific time —the 1996 to 1997 school year.

Definition of Terms
The following terms were operationally defined for the purpose o f this study.
1.

Academic Performance —Referred to the numerical score received on a
standardized, mandatory competency test by African American and
lower-income students.

2.

African American Student —Referred to a student whose ethnicity is
identified as'African, not bom in Africa but in the Americas; whose age is
from fourteen through approximately eighteen years, and who is attending
public school.

3.

District Wealth — Referred to the total amount of money in dollars that a
school district receives from federal, state and local sources.
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4.

Expenditure Per Student —Referred to the amount of money in dollars a
school received from local, state and federal sources and spent to educate
each student.

5.

Gender o f Principal —Referred to whether the school principal was male or
female.

6.

High School —Referred to a secondary school with grades 9-12.

7.

Lower-income —Referred to an annual family income which is at or below
the national poverty level determined by students who are in a free or
reduced lunch programs.

8.

Public S chool —Referred to an institution providing educational services to
students and receiving public funds as its primary support.

9.

Race of the Principal —Refers to whether the school principal was Black,
White, Hispanic, or other.

10.

Rural —Referred to an area or place with fewer than o f 50,000 residents.

11.

School Location —Referred to where the school was located, whether in
an urban or a rural area.

12.

Size o f School —Referred to the number o f students enrolled at the school.
This variable was categorized into types: Large (2,001 and above),
Average (1,501 to 2,000), and Small (1500 and less).

13.

Student-Teacher Ratio —Referred to the ratio o f students to teachers in
the school district, based on the number of students and the number o f
full-time teachers in the district.

14.

Type of S ch ool —Referred to the ethnic group or student body with the
greatest number in membership.

15.

Urban —Referred to an area or place with a minimum o f 50,000 or more
residents.
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Organization of the Study
The purpose o f this study was to examine the difference in the academic
performance o f African American and lower-income high school students on state
standardized, mandatory competency examinations relative to the following independent
variables: type o f school, school location, district wealth, size o f school, race o f school
principal, gender o f the school principal, expenditure per student, and student/teacher
ratio. This study consists o f five chapters. Chapter One presents an introduction, the
purpose of the study, the statement o f the problem, the significance o f the study, the
statement o f hypotheses, limitations, definition of terms, and a summary.
Chapter Two presents a review o f related literature. This chapter further presents
an historical overview o f standardized, mandatory competency testing: trends, practices,
and policies; the dimensions and etiology o f standardized, mandatory competency testing
and their influence on the academic performances o f African American and lower-income
students, the influence o f standardized, mandatory competency testing on the.academic
achievement o f African American and lower-income students; and the alterable
characteristics o f school environment that can minimize the adverse effects o f African
American and lower-income students’ performances on standardized, mandatory
competency examinations. Next Chapter Three describes the type o f research design
utilized in the study.

The population o f the study, demographic profiles o f sample

population, sampling procedures, instrumentation, validity and reliability, data-collection
procedures, independent and dependent variables are discussed as is the statistical analysis
utilized. Chapter Four presents the analysis of statistical data and the findings. Finally,
Chapter Five presents a summary o f the findings, discussions, conclusions, and
recommendations.
Summary
Today’s educational reforms by and large focus on raising students’ academic
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achievement. The National Education Goals call for 90 percent o f all students to graduate
from high school by the year 2000. This number will represent a significant increase for
many schools. O f course, secondary schools in the 1990s face great challenges in helping
all students to become effective citizens in a rapidly changing and increasingly complex
democratic society.

Several researchers (Ahmad, 1981; Lechner-Knowles, 1987; and

Briggs, 1992) have shown that school failure for African American and lower-income
students is related to school systems in which little regard is shown for acquiring
information about the sociocultural systems from which these students come and where
teachers’ behaviors reflect continuously low expectations of a student’s ability to excel
academically beyond the routine and the mundane (Lindholm, 1981; Borgrink, 1987;
Barton and Coley, 1994; and Boozer and Rouse, 1995). It would appear, then, that if
African American and lower-income students are to become productive citizens who
contribute to the growth and development o f this nation, then leaders in the educational
system must take specific action to implement social and cultural changes within the nation
and specifically in public schools. As the research literature tended to reflect the use of
standardized examinations to determine promotion and graduation has only served to
compound the problem for ensuring any possible success by African American and
lower-income students in states that require mandatory testing at exit levels.
Indeed, questions exist as to whether the use o f standardized, mandatory
competency examinations is the most effective basis to determine students’ possibilities for
future success. This present study proposed to ascertain whether significant differences
existed between the academic performances of African American and lower-income
students on state standardized, mandatory competency examinations according to type of
school, school location, district wealth, size o f school, race o f school principal, gender o f
school principal, expenditure per student, and student/teacher ratio.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
American secondary schools in the 1990’s face great challenges. For example the
schools are expected to ensure that all students be provided with the opportunity to reach
high levels of academic achievement; to provide stimulating and substantively rigorous
coursework, to increase graduation rates; and to prepare students to become lifelong
learners (Schmoker and Wilson, 1993). These expectations for high-quality service and
increased students’ performance are quite challenging, particularly for high-poverty school
districts.

Many o f these poverty-riddled school districts are also urban districts.

In

general, many American urban institutions o f primary and secondary learning are failing to
meet the needs o f academically disadvantaged African American and lower-income
students (Berlin and Sum, 1988).

Although compulsory attendance is required o f all

children ages six to sixteen in most states, a large number o f African American and
lower-income students are not reaching their maximum potential (Leslie, 1995).
Moreover, the assumptions concerning the value of standardized examinations have
prevented many African American and lower-income students the opportunity to succeed
academically (Mehrens, 1993). Acknowledging that standardized tests overwhelm much
o f the classroom practices, White (1995) has suggested that educators are contending
with “an affair in which magic, science and myth are intermixed.” His observation is
something o f an understatement; for how many educators truly believe that an individual’s
intelligence can be represented adequately by any o f the standardized tests that are used in
schools.
On the other hand, books are available that purportedly explain how to work with
18
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academically disadvantaged African American and lower-income students, but there is
limited research available which supports statistically the inadequacy o f standardized
examinations on the academic achievement o f African American and lower-income
students.

Nevertheless, parents desire that schools prepare their children to become

responsible and productive citizens (Comer and Haynes, 1991). There exists a growing
disenchantment over the quality o f education in the United States. The “back-to-basics”
and minimum competency testing movements have grown in the past decade in an effort
to counteract a perceived deterioration in academic standards (National Commission on
Excellence in Education, 1983). Minimum competency testing examines proficiency in
areas such as reading, writing, and mathematics. Failure rates on minimum competency
tests are much higher for African American and lower-income students than for White
students. Moreover, opportunities and educational experiences are not available for all
students (Herring, 1989). Thus, critics o f minimum competency testing tend to view the
movement as a tool for potential discrimination against African American and
lower-income students (Herring, 1989; Palmer 1985; Jacobson 1993; Velencia and
Aburto, 1993).
The new wave of educational reforms in the 1990’s brought with them a
resurgence o f interest in high school graduation tests, but the types o f skills that are now
deemed essential to success have changed. (Madaus, 1994). Instead o f holding students
to “minimal” skills, these new mandates are intended to raise standards beyond minimal
levels o f achievement (Coxnew, 1996; Richardson and Flanigan, 1991).
A decade ago, the possible effects o f changing high school graduating
requirements were noted by the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development
(ASCD) (1985).

These researchers concluded that increased graduation requirements

could get rid of a curricular imbalance involving a “universe of learning,” leave these
students with diverse interests and needs, and few opportunities for courses in various
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content areas outside

the basic curriculum emphasized in the graduation rules.

In

addition, ASCD suggested the possibility that increased requirements might have the
unintended effect o f causing African American and lower-income students to abandon
their quests for diplomas.
High school graduation is viewed as so important that governors and the President
o f the United States in 1989 endorsed Goal 2, which now has been codified into law
through “Goals 2000: Educate America Act” (Public Law 103-227).

In the “Goal 2

Technical Report” (1993), the Office o f Educational Research and Improvement (OERI)
did indicate a need for research identifying the factors that lead African American and
Iower-income students to drop out at a much higher rate than their general education
counterparts.

It was suggested that OERI incorporate the results o f research and

development programs on the issues in an effort to address the high school completion
rates and to eliminate the gap rate between minority and non-minority high school
graduates.
A review of related literature focusing on the four major areas which influence
academic performances on standardized, mandatory competency examinations has been
drawn from standard sources to reveal what researchers have examined as specifically
related to this present study. The sources examined included: a list o f American Doctoral
Dissertations, Doctoral Dissertations Accepted by the American Universities, Microfilm
Abstracts o f Doctoral Dissertations, University Microfilms, Doctoral Abstracts, Office of
Education Research and Improvement (ERIC), journals, and texts. The paucity o f sources
relative to this study was cited. Empirical and published literature was presented in four
sections.
The purpose o f this study was to examine the influence o f state standardized,
mandatory competency examinations on the academic performances o f African American
and lower-income high school students in mathematics, reading, and writing. This chapter
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is presented in four major areas. Section One focuses on the historical overview of state
standardized, mandatory competency testing trends, practices, and policies. Section Two
focuses on the dimensions and etiology o f standardized testing and their influence on the
academic performances o f African American and lower-income students. Section Three
includes discussion o f research germane to the influence o f standardized, mandatory
competency testing on the academic achievement o f African American and lower-income
students.

Finally, Section Four explores the alterable characteristics o f school

environment that can minimize the adverse effects o f the performances of African
American

and

lower-income

students

on

standardized,

mandatory

competency

examinations.
A Historical Overview of Standardized. Mandatory Competency Testing:

Treads. Practices, and Policies
Historical research provides some evidence germane to the abusive practices o f
intelligence testing with respect to African American and lower-income. students.
Typically, these groups o f students are grouped under the minority “umbrella.”
In the 1920s and 1930s, group-based intelligence testing was widely implemented
in the nation’s schools and so took on a life o f its own, relatively free o f controversy
(Fass, 1980).

Fass (1980) further pointed out that the purpose and direction o f the

intelligence testing movement during the early decades o f the century were driven by the
complex, rapidly changing society and by the educational system’s need for a socially
powerful organizing principle. Urbanization, industrialization, and massive immigration
combined to force schools to address the issue o f democratic schooling, which was, as
Fass (1980) argued, aimed at “how to educate the masses without losing sight of the
individual” (p. 450). The ideas of an Intelligence Quotient (IQ) and intelligence testing
were Fass’ answers to his concern about how to educate the masses. Fass (1980) opined
that Intelligent Quotient (IQ) and intelligence testing could be used as an organizing
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mechanism for the selection of students.

As time progressed, intelligence testing became

widely used, serving as a sorting mechanism to place students in ability groups to tracking
students. The influence o f IQ testing was such that teachers and counselors relied on test
results to make placement and instructional decisions.
To be sure, the period from the 1940s to the early 1960s represented a time during
which intelligence testing did not receive much attention in either scholarly or popular
writings (Haney,

1981).

Intelligence testing, along with other institutionalized

mechanisms such as school segregation, helped to limit the learning opportunity for
African American and lower-income students.
Moreover, in the 1950s, particularly with the 1957 launching o f “Sputnik,” a
Soviet Satellite, the movement for testing peaked once again (Haney, 1981). This era was
the beginning o f the “Space Race,” and identification of the “academically talented”
students became a national obsession.

Large-scale testing proliferated, but soon many

became critical o f intelligence testing and other types o f testing (Oakland and Feigenbaum,
1979).
In the late 1960s, one o f the hottest debates o f modem times relating to IQ testing
focused on the issue o f ethnic differences.

In 1969 this issue o f racial difference was

rekindled by Jensen’s (1969) controversial monograph on Black-White differences in
intellectual ability. Jensen hypothesized that the lower intellectual performance o f African
Americans was largely due to genetic influences. Later, in 1987, Steele (as cited in Gose,
B. 1995) attempted to refute the idea o f genetic inferiority as the cause o f African
Americans’ inability to make high scores on standardized tests. Steele argued that effects
o f negative stereotyping o f African Americans affected African American students’
academic performance on standardized tests.

Steele called the idea “Stereotype

Vulnerability” and said that “when anxiety occurs on a chronic basis, what a person can do
to protect him or herself from that anxiety is to stop caring about that domain” (p. 72).
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Similarly, this issue o f Black-White differences in intellectual ability resurfaced with the
release o f The Bell Curve, the controversial work by Hermstein and Murray (1996). The
authors o f the book argued that genetics are largely responsible for the differences in the
standardized-test scores o f various ethnic groups, but specifically for African Americans.
It should be noted that one o f the first attempts to clarify discriminatory
assessment issues was presented in 1964 by the Society o f Social Issues (Deutsch,
Fishman, Kogan, North, and Whiteman, 1964).

These authors called for greater

sensitivity, responsibility and goodwill on the part o f those who test minority children.
The 1970’s ushered in the accountability movement, and tests became the definers
o f standards and the means o f determining “gains” in achievement. By the late 1970s,
testing invaded the primary grades; by the end of the 1970s, testing o f young children had
become commonplace. (Meisels, 1989). The competency-testing movement also swelled
in the late 1970’s in the wake o f reports of declines in SAT scores (Harris, 1976).
Subsequently, the College Entrance Examination Board (1977) undertook an. extensive
study o f the reasons for the decline in the SAT (Linn, 1993). A parallel decline also had
been observed in the American College Testing Program (ACT) scores (Ferguson, 1976).
So, a proliferation o f ideas, plans, controversies and legislation swept the majority o f the
50 states and had engaged the attention o f Congress by 1978 (Fraser, 1981). Gorth and
Perkins (1979) explained that the public’s perception o f the deterioration o f educational
standards precipitated demands for proof, which came in the form o f minimum
competency tests (MCT) to measure pupils’ attainment o f basic skills in reading, listening,
writing, and math. The current “competency testing” movement has evolved as part o f a
broader public demand for accountability in the nation’s schools.
The minimum competency testing movement addresses a variety o f social and
political concerns; its most recognized goal is the improvement o f a students’ basic skills.
The tests, however, are merely tools for identifying pupils’ academic deficiencies, which
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should be treated through remediation; and students are re-tested and remediated until
they attain the desired levels o f proficiency. In short, inherent in the notion o f competency
testing is a gatekeeping function whereby examinees are tested to see who will be
promoted, graduated, admitted, or certified (Valencia and Aburto, 1993). In many o f the
states, however, in some programs the test results are used as a graduation screening
process (Gorth and Perkins, 1979). For example, The Gary Indiana Minimum Testing
Program was begun in February 1974 as an additional requirement for obtaining the high
school diploma (Demby, 1986). In Kansas, competency testing began as a pilot program
in 1978. The Kansas legislature mandated student competency testing for grades two (2),
four (4), and (six 6) during the 1980 and 1982 school years (Kuhlman, 1986).
Likewise the New Jersey Legislature in 1976 mandated that statewide minimum
competency testing begin in 1978.

All public school students were administered the

Minimum Basic Skills (MBS) tests. Later, in 1982, beginning with ninth grade, students
were required to pass reading and mathematics in order to graduate during the 1985-86
school year.

Students now have to pass more rigorous competency tests in reading,

writing and mathematics in order to graduate (Kofiler, 1987). In 1977 the Nevada State
Legislature established the Nevada Proficiency Examinations Program. Examinations in
reading, writing, and mathematics comprise the Nevada High School Proficiency
Examination that is administered as a graduation requirement in the 11th grade (Nevada
State Dept, o f Education, Research and Evaluation Branch). Also a major provision o f
the South Carolina Education improvement Act 1984 established the requirement o f a
high school exit examination (HSEE) for all 10th grade students before receipt o f a
diploma (Richardson and Flanigan, 1991). In Mississippi, students are now being tested at
almost every grade level. In 1989 the Functional Literacy Examination (FLE) was made
the

prerequisite

for

a

Mississippi

high

school

diploma.

(McClure, 1988).

To be sure, minimum competency testing programs have also had to address some
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legal ramifications. One concept that grew out of the MCT movement is the Opportunity
to Learn (OTL). This latter concept targets curriculum and instructional validity, which
became one of the key issues in the Debra P. vs. Turlington case (474. F Supp. 244. M. D.
Fla., 1979) and which is considered a landmark case regarding the role o f tests in
awarding diplomas. The decision in this case imposed requirements o f curricular validity
and also imposed adequate notice on high school exit examinations (Phillips, 1993).
The 1980s witnessed the publication o f spates of reports on the inadequacies of
American education from the elementary level onward.

Reports were done by Boyer

(1983); Goodlad (1983); the National Science Board Commission on Precollege
Education in Mathematics, Science and Technology (1983); the National Commission on
Excellence in Education (1983); and the U.S. Department of Education (1984). The 1983
report o f the Commission on Excellence in Education declared that the United States was
a “Nation-at-Risk,” due to its mediocre educational system. Following this report, many
improvement efforts were commonly referred to collectively as the educational reform
movement. Each of these documents proposed major changes in the structure, content,
and functioning of schools, which together constituted a sweeping agendum for
educational reform. Nearly every education reform introduced by states throughout the
country following a publication o f A Nation at Risk either mandated new testing
requirements or expanded the use o f existing programs (Petrie, 1987).

In fact, a 1985

Education Week survey indicated twenty states were requiring high school students to
show mastery on a state-mandated exit examination as a prerequisite to receiving a regular
high school diploma.
The 1990’s resonated with cries from all sectors of society concerning the poor
condition o f the American educational system. A persistent problem undergirding most
United States educational research has been to explain the low performances on
standardized testing, specifically by certain minority groups such as African American and
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lower-income students. Needless to say, educational testing is in tumult; the traditional
standardized tests are under attack (Madaus, 1994). Declining student achievement and
increasing costs for public education resulted in the public’s demand for accountability
from education (Hallows, 1989). Linn (1994) has explained that test results are used to
demonstrate educational shortcomings and are also expected to be an instrument for
reform. In fact, test results have often been used to provide the primary means o f creating
educational reform. The minimum competency testing movement and the expansion o f the
use o f test results for accountability purposes have been the recent sources for test-based
reforms. Okinaka (1992) opined that accountability programs take a variety o f forms but
share the common characteristics that they increase real or perceived stakes in results for
students, teachers, and administrators.
Subsequently, three federal initiatives have been implemented to meet the current
challenges o f the 1990’s. These three initiatives are: (1) Title I of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act fESEA), (2) the Goals 2000: Educate America Act, and (3) the
School-to-Work Opportunities Act, working together to assist secondary schools,

for

instance, Goals 2000 provides many states with funds to develop comprehensive school
reform plans to serve all students (Morrissey and Hicks, 1995).

The School-to-Work

Opportunities Act assists schools in creating a comprehensive system to help high school
youths make a smooth transition from school to work and to link academic and practical
activities. Title 1 has now been expanded to meet the needs o f entire schools, not only
students with special needs in high-poverty schools. All these initiatives serve one main
purpose, which is a call for assessments linked to “world-class standards” for all students
and for the American educational system to be “number one” (Raising the Educational
Achievement o f Secondary Schools Students: An Idea Book.
Education, 1995).

(U.S. Department of

In the 1950’s, “Sputnik” awakened a concern for the quality o f
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American education.

Now, Japanese technology and strong competition from other

countries have awakened the public’s interest about education in the 1990s.
The Dimensions and Etiology o f Standardized. Mandatory Competency
Testing and Their Influence on the Academic Performance of African American_and
Lower-income Students
Although a number o f factors must be considered when appraising the value of
competency testing, the later’s success or failure will be determined, to a large extent, by
its impact on students’ learning the subjects being tested. Brown (1981) examined the
subtest scores on standardized tests in mathematics. These scores revealed a general
weakness in the area o f problem solving.

The purpose o f Brown’s study was to

determine the extent to which it was feasible to use an individualized, programmed
instructional format, namely, Mathematical Verbal Problem Solver (MVPS), to benefit
students.

The population for the study was drawn from a school in the Ocean-Hill

Brownsville section o f Brooklyn, New York. The sample consisted o f 160 fourth-grade
students, 80 of whom comprised the experimental group and 80 o f whom were the
control group.

Eighty sixth-grade volunteer students were trained as tutors. These

students were divided evenly into two groups, half experimental and half control. Preand post-tests were administered to both groups. Data were collected and analyzed. The
findings indicated that (1) there was a general weakness in the area o f mathematical
verbal problem solving (MVPS); and (2) a program utilizing trained tutors to teach
mathematics verbal problem solving (MVPS) would be beneficial to both tutors and
tutees.
Likewise, Vida (1986) conducted a study to determine: (I) if secondary students
whose reading abilities were below grade level could improve their reading comprehension
and vocabulary test scores on standardized tests; and (2) whether the test-taking skills
program could improve students’ future standardized test scores.

The Nelson-Denny
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Reading Tests were used as the measuring instrument. Form E tests were given to all
students for the pretest scores. After they had thirty-six, twenty-minute sessions (total
instruction time) using published test-taking skills and strategies by World Book, students
were post-tested with Form F tests. The statistical findings were calculated using test
results on paired and group scores. The findings provided evidence that (1) there was
significant difference in the mean gain scores o f the reading comprehension scores of the
experimental group; (2) data indicated that secondary students whose reading abilities
were below grade placement could improve reading comprehension and vocabulary test
scores with the use o f a published test-taking skills programs; and (3) data suggested that
secondary students whose reading abilities were below grade level, if given training in
test-taking skills, would improve their scores on standardized tests.
Baumann’s 1986 study sought to determine the following: (1) What model or
configuration was followed by schools as a guideline for utilization o f standardized tests
results? (2) To what level were the various components o f the model implemented? (3)
What identifiable patterns of use emerged as the model was implemented?

Using a

naturalistic research approach, Baumann collected data through interviews o f principals
and teachers at four elementary schools. The analysis o f data revealed what individuals
and groups did when implementing the model and the extent to which the model was
implemented. The major findings revealed that: (1) there was a common pattern o f the
use o f test results among principals and teachers; (2) sharing o f test results as a
collaborative effort was limited, especially in sharing between parents and teachers; (3)
the basal text series was seldom utilized to assist with the instruction o f skills identified as
weaknesses on the test; and (4) there was not a written statement to define what
constituted use o f the results.

Recommendations for the improved use o f test data

included (1) the establishment o f models which define use; (2) test data utilization and
training for teachers and principals and which are varied to meet differing needs; and (3)
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the identification o f a person at each school site to serve as an advocate for the use o f test
results.
Also in 1986, Cummins based his theoretical framework for analyzing minority
students’ school failure on a series o f hypotheses regarding the nature o f the educational
difficulties faced by minority students.

In his prediction regarding the probable

effectiveness o f various interventions directed at reversing minority students’ failure,
Cummins opined that schools were failing because the relationships between teachers and
students and between schools and minority communities had not altered in any significant
way. His model assigned a central role to teacher/student classroom interaction, school
and community interaction, and intergroup power relations.

According to Cummins

(1989), the required changes in relationships involved personal redefinition o f the way
teachers interacted with their students and with the communities from which the students
came. (Nel, 1992)
.Furthermore, Brescia and Fortune (1988) pointed out that the testing o f many
American Indian children using standardized exams (achievement, aptitude, ability, and
intelligence tests) that were developed for the majority American society represented a
case o f cross-cultural testing which was likely to produce invalid results in the form of
underestimation o f student performance.

Requirements for obtaining accurate and

appropriate scores included matching the level o f the test to the students; clarity and
comprehensiveness in the administration o f instructions; and logistics requirements
associated

with

test

interpretation,

including

norms,

reliability,

and

validity.

Underestimation might possibly occur in the standardized testing o f American Indians as a
result of students’ not exhibiting behaviors required in successful test-taking; o f students’
not reading the questions accurately; of students’ not having the assumed experiences or
cognitive structure to respond to certain items; and o f students’ lacking the opportunity to
practice key behaviors required by the test. Many American Indian students fail to exhibit
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successful test-taking behaviors due to a multiplicity o f underlying causes such as cultural
beliefs, language, and the setting in which many children are reared. Thus, test users can
contribute to better test-taking performance by ensuring that students have exposure to
experiences assumed in the test design, opportunities to develop requisite skills,
circumstances necessary to value successful test performance, and an understanding of
instructions and time requirements.
Teddlie, Kirby, and Stringfield (1989) investigated differences at the classroom
level among effective and ineffective schools. The sampling pool consisted o f 13 school
systems in Louisiana. Each school in the sample was visited by a two-person team for
three full school days in both the fall and spring o f the school year.

Observers were

unaware o f the classification (effective or ineffective) o f the schools they visited. An
observation form to structure field notes was developed on the basis o f the six teaching
functions identified in Rosenshine’s (1983) antithesis o f teacher-efifectiveness research.
Fourteen general indicators with specific cues under each were used to guide qualitative
data collection. Field notes from individual observers were later analyzed by independent
raters. Data were analyzed at both the school and the classroom levels. The findings
were (1) schools classified as effective displayed, on average, more evidence o f effective
teaching characteristics than did schools classified as negative outliers; (2) mean
differences were statistically significant on 7 of the 10 indicators and approached
statistical significance on 2 others; and (3) effective schools tended to have teachers who
behaved differently from teachers in less effective schools.
Johnson-Anderson (1992) examined the error types and strategies used on a
standardized reading comprehensive test of 60 sixth-grade students classified as average
readers and poor readers. Students were classified as average readers (N = 30) or poor
readers (N=30) based on comprehension scores obtained from a group-administered
standardized test. The 60 students were tested individually, using the Gates MacGinitie
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Reading Tests, Level 5/6, Form L. Students were required to read each passage aloud
and to provide a rationale for their answer choice. The responses were evaluated using a
protocol analysis technique. Results indicated that (1) significant differences between
average and poor readers existed on all types o f errors analyzed; (2) poor readers
obtained more erroneous responses due to word identification errors than did average
readers; (3) average readers made more errors due to comprehension failure than did
poor readers; (4) the comprehension test more accurately measured the comprehension o f
average readers, and poor readers were penalized by poor word recognition skills; (5) the
strategy used also differed significantly between average and poor readers.

Although

both groups used the same strategies, differences existed in the students’ abilities to
regulate the use o f the strategies; and (6) average readers were more able to use
strategies such as (a) looking back to the passage, (b) reading all the answer choices, and
(c) performing a combination of these strategies to obtain correct answers than were
poor readers.
In a 1992 study, Nava investigated grading practices for achievement and
non-achievement in elementary and secondary school grades. Eight hundred twenty-seven
elementary and secondary teachers from II school systems in 3 states responded to the
Survey on Grading Practices.

Seventy-one percent (N = 584) were female, and 28% (N=

232) were male; 45% (N = 371) were elementary school teachers, and 55% (N = 456)
were secondary school teachers. The average length o f teaching experience was 14 years,
ranging overall from 1-40 years. Four factors were identified as the underlying dimensions
o f 3 5 grading criteria: (1) classroom behavior and characteristics which are perceived by
teachers perceived as enhancing the learning process (e.g., improvement during and
between class periods, efforts and cooperatives); (2) assessment o f achievement o f
classroom content (e.g., unit tests, semester tests, announced and unannounced quizzes);
(3) student behaviors and non-content academic skills (e.g., spelling, grammar,
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handwriting, and attendance); and (4) factors and student traits that teachers consider as
external to the classroom (e.g., parental involvement in class and social activities and
gender and socio-economic status).

Elementary and secondary teachers set different

criteria when grading.
For example, elementary teachers used a checklist for improvement during grading
periods. Secondary teachers used standardized tests, announced quizzes, essays or term
papers, lab reports, and homework projects. Findings revealed that (1) teachers tended to
personalize; for example, a female student or a high-ability student who showed low
effort; (2) teachers tended to increase the grades of male students with average ability who
showed improvement during the grading period vis-a-vis female students with the same
characteristics; and (3) teachers increased the grades o f female students with low ability
who showed improvement during the grading period more than for male students with
similar behaviors.
The Influence of Standardized. Mandatory Competency Testing on the
Academic Achievement of African American and Lower-income Students
The extent o f the concern over low academic achievement o f African American
and lower-income students can be measured by the educational burden faced by some
states and/or school districts.

Hailey (1980) conducted an investigation to determine

whether educational overburden and municipal overburden were existent in the Dallas
Independent School District. (D.I.S.D.) of Texas.

A review was conducted o f the

standardized scores o f academic achievement for all students in grades one through twelve
in the Dallas Independent School District for 1978-79. Results were compiled according
to grade level and ethnicity, indicating percentage levels o f achievement based on national
norms. Comparison o f these scores and percentages were made with those compiled for
the state by the Texas Education Agency. All school districts were examined by the Texas
Education Agency (TEA). Thirty districts were randomly selected and examined from
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each o f the remaining TEA categories. Effective tax rates were calculated for each taxing
entity overlapping 90 percent o f school district property by multiplying the stated tax rate
by the actual ratio o f assessment.
The major findings o f this investigation were that (1) over 50 percent o f the total
student population o f the Dallas Independent School District consistently scored at or
below the national norms on standardized achievement tests; (2) a comparison o f 1979
ethnic student population revealed the Dallas Independent School District to be 49.37
percent Black compared with

15.1 percent for the state;

17.27 percent were

Mexican-American as compared with 26.60 percent for the state; (3) in the Dallas
Independent School District, 28 to 78 percent o f the Black and Mexican-American
students scored at or below the twenty-fifth percentile on standardized tests (using
national norms), while 15 to 28 percent of the white students scored in the eighth
percentile; (4) of the variables tested for correlation with low reading achievement, ffeeand reduced-lunch were the most highly correlated; (5) over 50 percent o f the Dallas
Independent

School

District’s

student

population

participated

in

the

reduced-lunch program; (6) the Dallas Independent School District

ffee-and
maintained

departments and hired personnel appropriate for special needs existing in the school
district; (7) the Dallas Independent School District manifested special facility and
transportation needs; (8) the Dallas Independent School District lost $446 million in
taxable property through tax exemptions; and (9) the total effective tax rates were higher,
and the percentages to total effective tax rates allocated for education were lower for large
urban school districts.
In his study, Dunn (1982) examined the effects of teaching test wiseness to 25
learning disabled students in a learning center for special education students in
Montgomery County, Maryland. The researcher sought to answer the following research
question:” Can test taking skills be taught to learning disabled high school students to
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enhance their performance on standardized tests?” To conduct the study, 50 severely
learning disabled students in grades 10 to 12 were randomly selected and alternately
assigned to an experimented or control groups (N = 25). After a two-week period o f no
treatment, both groups were post-tested using Form 3 o f the Gates MacGinitie for delayed
test wiseness effectiveness; data were collected, submitted, and statistically analyzed at the
.05 level o f significance. The findings revealed that (1) there were significant differences
between the two groups for immediate and delayed test wiseness effectiveness and for
difference in IQ and reading level; (2) using the Pearson Product Moment Correlation
relationship between test wiseness effectiveness and IQ, age, reading level, length o f time
in the learning center, and grade-level placement were positively strong in all areas.
Further, multiple regression analysis to measure the influence o f the independent variable
upon test wiseness effectiveness yielded the following results: (1) the experimental group
scored significantly higher than the control group for both immediate and delayed test
wiseness effectiveness; (2)
immediate

both groups earned their highest mean scores on the

test wiseness effectiveness measurement;

and (3) the variables age, IQ,

reading level (delayed effect only), and grade-level placement were the single most
significant factors in predicting test wiseness effectiveness.
Silverman (1985) determined the practical implications of various models
(algorithms) for measuring school effectiveness.

The researcher hypothesized that

substantially different conclusions about the same school would be reached by the various
measures. Additionally, it was hypothesized that algorithms developed in urban schools
might not be appropriate for use in suburban schools with a homogeneous student
population.

Ten algorithms for measuring school effectiveness were identified.

They

differentiated along six dimensions: (1) performance measures, standardized or criterionreferenced; (2) aggregation—district, school or cohorts (race, achievement); (3) subjectarea tested—Reading, Math composite; (4) Criteria o f effectiveness—external (District and
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National), Internal; (5) Time Frame—Point in Time, Interval Longitudinal-Tracking; and
(6) Population —same students yearly, different students, same grade yearly.
Seven algorithms were applied in three replications to data collected from a single
suburban Boston school. Only algorithms which utilized standardized tests were applied.
The data used included results from the Murphy-Durrell Reading Readiness Analysis,
Metropolitan Readiness Test, and the SRA Assessment Survey during the period
1976-1983. The findings revealed that (1) algorithms developed in urban settings can be
used in suburban schools to gather information; (2) algorithms which utilize school means
to measure effectiveness should be viewed with caution; (3) data aggregated to the school
may mask the performance of students at extremes of the achievement continuum; and (4)
no algorithm provides for the use o f statistical techniques in the analysis and interpretation
o f data. Rather, weighted averages, regression analysis, and confidence intervals were
helpful in interpreting results.
In 1985, Jackson investigated what should be emphasized in construction o f tests
o f competency in New York State to improve pupil performance in written composition.
Papers were written by eighth-grade pupils (N = 50) on two sections o f the Preliminary
New York State Competency Test (report and persuasive essay).

These sections were

graded holistically and were subjected to descriptive analysis, using criteria and standards
established by the National Assessment of Educational Progress study on writing. Papers
were rated on appearance alone, and scores o f standardized tests o f achievement and
aptitude were recorded for all o f the pupils in the sample. Elements derived from the
correlation studies formed the basis for comparison o f top and bottom (N = 12+12)
papers. Findings revealed that good papers (i.e., those with the highest holistic scores)
were discemibly different from poor papers (for example, those with the lowest holistic
scores) in their manifestation of syntactical and editorial skills. Cosmetic differences were
minimal, and there was a consistently high correlation of holistic scores with performance
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on standardized tests o f aptitude and achievement. The major conclusion o f the study was
that while the holistic score is reasonably reliable for purposes o f summative evaluation, it
is descriptive analysis that informs and directs instruction in writing.
Later, McClure (1988) examined the influence of standardized testing on the
academic achievement o f students in the state o f Mississippi. The study consisted o f
12th-grade students enrolled during the academic year 1985-1986.

The Mississippi

Department o f Education provided the data for this study. Among McClure’s findings
were: (1) fewer than one-third o f 1986 graduating seniors in Mississippi were estimated
to have taken the academic core curriculum — approximately 38% o f white seniors and
20% o f blacks; (2) students, both white and black, who took the core did better on the
ACT than did students who did not; and (3) the educational system in Mississippi had no
standards for increasing student enrollment in the core subjects.
Catterall (1990) examined the influence o f standardized testing on the academic
preparation and graduation rates o f high school students. The sample consisted o f seven
hundred thirty-three (733) students and sixty (60) educators and administrators from
California, New York, Virginia, and Utah.

One urban, one rural, and one suburban

school district were chosen from each state, with a focus on students in grades 9 and 11.
A survey and the interview technique were used to collect the data. Among Catterall’s
findings were that (1) high school students’ levels o f awareness o f competency testing
policies were generally low, averaging about 50%; (2) Black, Hispanic, and Asian
students had comparatively high awareness o f exit-test policies; about 70 percent knew
they faced a graduation test; (3) lack of awareness o f competency tests had an influence
on students’ performances; and (4) parents and students alike seemed to view
standardized tests as immaterial.
Gaspard and Burnett (1991) investigated the relationship between

academic

achievement and the self-esteem of rural ninth-grade students. The sample consisted o f
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66 ninth-grade students in a rural area in Louisiana.

Multiple regression analysis was

used to treat the data. The results by Gaspard and Burnett’s study revealed that 52% o f
the variance in grade-point average was explained by the variables o f gender, school,
self-esteem, self-esteem scale lie score, father’s educational attainment, whether the
student lived with parents,

number o f younger siblings, and participation in

extracurricular activities.
In 1991 Portes and Gran examined the significance o f the composition o f Dade
County (Florida) high schools for the academic achievement and drop-out rates o f its
students. The following statistical data were analyzed using multivariate analysis for all
76,830 students in grades 9 - 1 2

in 1989: (1) age, (2) sex, (3) grade, (4) ethnicity, (5)

enrollment in English as a Second Language (ESL), (6) school identification, (7) reading
and mathematics achievement test scores, and (8) dropout rates. The following findings
were indicated: (1) a high concentration o f Black students in a school is associated with
an overall decrease in achievement; (2) a high concentration o f Hispanic-American
students was associated with an overall gain in. achievement; (3) Black students tended to
have higher dropout rates in schools with a high concentration o f Black students; and (4)
Hispanic-American students tended to have lower dropout rates in schools with a high
concentration o f Hispanic-American students.
Also in 1991, Rodgers studied changes in mathematics achievement at grade
eleven before and after the implementation o f the Texas Assessment of Minimum Skills
(TEAMS) in an urban school district in Texas.

High-stakes tests are used by state

education agencies and school districts to monitor and increase educational achievement.
The TEAMS is a minimum skills testing program; mastery o f its exit level became a
graduation requirement in 1987.

The performances o f students in the district were

examined over a span o f 5 years, with 12,404 11th graders (about 2,400 each year)
participating. For each subject, a percent-correct score was determined for basic skills
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and high-level skills categories o f the Tests o f Achievement and Proficiency. The grade
point average o f each student was included as a covariate to control for differential
effects o f instruction on students with varying levels o f previous achievement.
Multivariate Analysis o f Covariance was used. Over the period, basic skills scores did
improve. It had been hypothesized that high-level scores would decrease as less attention
was paid to higher-achieving students when teachers concentrated on minimum
performance. High-level scores did not decrease, but they did not improve significantly.
In addition, in the final year, after four years o f concentration on the minimum
competencies, both basic and high level scores declined.
Meadows (1991) determined the extent to which selected characteristics o f local
school districts in the Southeastern United States were related to the use o f desirable
practices in the reporting o f standardized test results. Analysis of the literature pertaining
to the reporting of test results by local school systems was employed to identify and
define practices for reporting standardized test results that had been recommended by
authorities on educational measurement and by field practitioners.

A summary o f 23

practices supported by the literature as desirable was developed. States considered in the
study were Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, and
Tennessee.

Small, medium, and large school districts, based on student enrollment,

comprised the sample.
Following a review o f selected literature and related research, a survey
questionnaire, ‘^Reporting test results-Practices o f Local School Districts,” was
developed.

Questionnaires were mailed to the central office staff members with the

responsibility for coordinating the standardized testing programs in 205 school districts.
Usable questionnaires were returned by 192 school systems, for a response rate of
93.7%.

To test the research hypotheses, data describing the characteristics o f local

school districts and the occurrence o f desirable practices for reporting test results were
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organized for analysis. Survey responses from a sample o f local school system personnel
provided most o f the data collected in this study.

Essential information was also

collected from state educational agencies through interviews.
Patterns o f practice by local school districts were found to be similar within and
among the seven states studied. Statistical tests (Chi-Square and Analysis o f Variance)
revealed no significant relationship and difference between the presence o f desirable
practices for reporting standardized test results and school district size as measured by
the student enrollment statistical test.

Likewise,

Point Biserial

and

Person

Product-Moment Correlation revealed no significant relationship between the presence of
desirable practices for reporting standardized test results and the percentage of time a
system-wide test director devoted to the duties/responsibilities o f the position. Analysis
revealed two things: (1) that provisions in state educational policies and standards
seemed to have some impact on the practices o f local school districts in reporting test
scores and (2) that state legal requirements appeared to insure the occurrence of
applicable local practices. School systems in the Southeast utilized most of the desirable
practices as recommended. Findings appeared clearly and consistently to reflect the lack
o f relationship among school district size or the percentage o f time a test director spends
coordinating testing activities and school districts’ use o f desirable practices in reporting
test results.
Newton (1992) examined the related questions o f whether pupils’ standardized
test performances influenced teachers’ ratings o f their pupils and whether those ratings
influenced subsequent test performances. The study, drawn from a nationwide, random
sample of Irish schools, consisted o f 7,833 pupils in grades 2, 4, and 6 and of 267
teachers who taught these pupils.

Standardized tests o f ability and English and

mathematics achievement were administered to all pupils in the fall and spring.

One

group o f teachers received the results o f the fall test; a second group did not.

All
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teachers rated their pupils on general intelligence and on progress in English and
mathematics in the fall and spring. To test the model, the spring ratings and test scores
were separately regressed on the fall ratings, fall test scores, teachers’ opinions and
teachers use o f test results. The finding was that pupils o f teachers who received and used
test results performed better on the spring test than did the pupils whose teachers did not
get the test results.
Similarly, Lanese (1992) examined the Ohio statewide, high-school proficiency
testing program. He studied the correlation o f student performance on the ninth-grade
proficiency test with other measures o f reading and mathematics. The study consisted of
4,600 students in the Cleveland (Ohio) City School District. The performances o f students
from higher versus lower poverty level school districts on the Ohio proficiency test were
also studied. Data were collected from measures o f reading and mathematics achievement
and from norm-referenced and criterion-referenced tests (California Achievement Test and
Cleveland Competency Test) obtained in Cleveland. The rates of Ohio Proficiency test
passage for ninth graders were compared for 31 Ohio school districts. Findings indicated
that: (1) positive correlations between the districts’ measures and the Ohio proficiency
test, while significant, were not strong; (2) a strong, positive relationship was found
between the economic status o f a district’s students and their performances on the test;
and (3) the Ohio proficiency test was not adequate for all of the state’s students.
Ivory (1993) examined the October 1991 exit-level Texas Assessment of
Academic Skills (TAAS) mathematics results o f 18,290 llth-grade Hispanic Americans,
African Americans, and White, non-Hispanic Americans from Texas’ urban districts. The
findings were that: (1) substantial differences existed in the passing rates o f the three
ethnic groups, and (2) the passing rate for White, non-Hispanics was 79%; for Hispanics,
48%; and for African Americans, 40%. To explore the differences in passing rates, the
researcher

controlled for mathematics course placement and semester grade.
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findings indicated: (1) reduction in math but did not eliminate the gaps among ethnic
groups; (2) across all cells, the median difference in passing rates between Hispanics and
White, non-Hispanics was 18; between African Americans and White, non-Hispanics it
was 25.5; (3) when another control — passing or failing the exit-level TAAS reading test
— was added, the gap was further reduced but not eliminated; and (4) Hispanic and White,
non-Hispanic passing rates still differed by 11.5; and those for African American and
White, non-Hispanics differed by 19.5. Various explanations were suggested regarding
the persistence o f these gaps, including differential preparation of ethnic groups in the
same course and cultural bias in the TAAS.
Robinson and Brandon (1994) examined whether state average test scores on the
1992 National Assessment o f Educational Process (NAEP) Trail State Assessment in
mathematics should be used to compare and rank states according to the quality or
proficiency o f their educational programs. Data from eighth graders from the Trial State
assessment were collected and analyzed. Analysis showed that: (1) 89 percent of the
variation in state average test scores on the NAEP-92 Trial State Assessment could be
explained by the combination o f four demographic factors over which states have no
control: number o f parents living at home, parental education, community type, and state
poverty rates; and (2) comparisons and rankings on the basis of these scores did not
provide fair measures o f educational quality.

Therefore, Trial State Assessment

mathematics scores were not valid measures o f the relative quality o f the states’
educational programs but rather seemed to reflect the difficulty of the educational tasks
confronting the various states.
Wood and Bennett (1994) researched questions about the effectiveness o f efforts
to increase scores on minimum-competency tests and about heir appropriateness. The
sample population was drawn from teachers, education students, and administrators in
Ohio, Georgia, and Texas. There were 59 current teachers and 152 education students.
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A questionnaire with 30 listed procedures believed to increase scores on high school
graduation tests was used.

The participants were asked to respond to the items if

appropriate; and if the items were not, to indicate whether they were a waste o f time or
unethical. The second questionnaire was given to 45 recent presenters at the meeting of
the National Council on Measurement in Education (NCME), and they were asked to
agree or disagree that the procedures would raise scores, would increase learning, and
were ethical. The major findings were: (1) that current forms o f tests for study were
inappropriate or unethical; (2) that it was appropriate to use similar or previous tests in
test preparation; and (3) that many procedures that differed from standardized procedures
are ethical.
Likewise, Lee and Smith (1994) investigated the relationship between school
restructuring and student achievement. The sample in this study consisted o f 11,794
students who took part in the National Education Longitudinal Study in 1988 and 1990.
Among the findings by Lee and Smith were these: (1) student achievement was
significantly higher in the restructured schools than in the traditional schools; (2) students
in the restructured schools learned more and were more engaged than were their
counterparts; and (3) students in smaller high schools made greater gains in academic
performance in the four areas — math, reading , writing, and science.
Thurlow, Ysseldyke, and Anderson (1995) analyzed documentation from 50 state
departments o f education concerning high school graduation requirements for students in
general and for students with disabilities. These findings revealed that (1) 44 states used
Carnegie course unit requirements ranging from 10.25 to 24.00 credits; (2) 17 states had
requirements for either a minimum competency test or exit exams; (3) local education
agencies in several states had the option o f establishing more stringent requirements than
called for in state guidelines; and (4) exit documents that were awarded to students with
disabilities varied from state to state (e.g., standard diplomas, modified diplomas,
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certificates o f attendance), with similar requirements sometimes earning different types of
exit documents in different states.
In 1996, Griffin and Heidorm, examined the relationship between performance on
minimum competency tests (MCT) required for high school graduation and drop-out
behavior. This study used 76,664 Florida students. Findings indicated that MCT failure
increased the likelihood o f leaving school only for students doing well academically, but
not for minority students or for those doing poorly.
Earlier, Grant (1981) investigated whether (1) junior high school students of
Afro-American descent, assumed to be in the formal operational stage o f Piaget's
development sequence because o f their chronological ages, were at that level; (2) a
relationship existed between the ability to perform on selected operational tasks and on
reading comprehension, as measured on standardized tests; and (3) recommendations
were needed for altering the curriculum for remediating deficits in students with
developmental lag. The variables were ethnic group membership, sex, age, pre-school
experiences, socioeconomic status, and reading instructional level. The findings showed
that: (1) the performance o f those students who scored high on standardized tests also
had scored high on Piagetian tests; (2) the comparison of boys and girls who were
classified as high showed no distinguishable differences; (3) of the group classified as
low, a significant difference was found between boys and girls; and (4) no significant
differences were found to exist for the variables pre-school experiences, grade in school
at time o f administering test, and socioeconomic status of the student within ethnic
groups.

As part o f this research, the investigator developed a curricular model to

broaden the insights into methods now used to facilitate growth the in cognitive
development o f students who had been shown to possess a developmental lag in reading
performance. Through this curriculum,' the student would be encouraged to interact with
and act upon his/her environment.
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Herring (1989) examined whether a significant difference existed between the
variables ethnicity and scores attained on a Minimum Competency Test as well as what
impact the Competency Based Education (CBE) movement had on minority students in
those public schools requiring minimum competency test passage before receiving a high
school diploma. Participants in this study came from six high schools in the Robeson
County School System in southeastern North Carolina. The sample consisted o f 2,681
high school juniors taking the test for the first time. Findings revealed that (1) ethnicity
influenced competency scores; (2) reading scores were influenced by sex, and (3)
ethnicity and sex negatively affected whether a student passed or failed the competency
test.

The Scheffe Multiple Range Test of Significance among groups resulted in

significant differences existing between the Caucasian group and the Native American
and African American groups on math and reading scores, with the Caucasian group’s
scores being significantly higher.

Significant differences were likewise discovered

between Native American and African American groups on math scores. An analysis o f
the reading test scores revealed a significant difference between the Native American and
the African American groups on reading scores, with the Native American group’s score
being significantly higher.
In (1990), Repa and Miller studied standardized test scores among African
American youths enrolled in a Science and Technology

Entry Program (STEP).

Additionally, the students’ self-esteem and critical thinking skills were also tested.
Fifty-two (52) middle and high school students participated in the study. The Rosenbery
Self-esteem Scale, Brookover’s Self-esteem, the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test
(PSAT), Students' Perceived Self-concept o f Academic Ability Survey, and the Raven's
Progressive Matrices Scale were used to collect data for this study. Repa and Miller
found that (1) more than half o f the students enrolled in a STEP program scored in the
90-95 percentile on tests o f critical thinking; (2) the self-esteem scores pf STEP students
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were positive; and (3) the students in STEP Program seemed to compile acceptable
standardized test scores.
Tatum (1991) examined the use o f minimum competency tests as one o f the
criteria for receiving a high school diploma and the effect of these test results on a
student’s future job placement by determining whether he or she received a diploma or
certificate. Participants were 78 former students with handicaps who were enrolled in the
12th grade during the 1986-87 school year. This study was conducted one to two years
following graduation. Participants who had graduated from high school as early passers
(passed in 9th or 10th grade), as late passers (passed in 11th or 12th grade), or as
non-passers

o f the minimum competency tests

were

reviewed.

A

personal

interview/questionnaire were conducted, and school documents were reviewed with these
randomly selected individuals. Data were analyzed to determine whether there was any
relationship between employment status and the characteristics race, gender, level o f
special education service received while in school, and vocational preparation. for these
early, late, or non-passers of the minimum competency tests. Tatum’s findings revealed
that: (1) nearly twice as many males as females were unemployed; (2) the early and late
passers o f functional math and reading tests were more likely to be employed than were
non-passers o f the tests; and (3) those respondents who were employed earned above the
poverty level and most frequently lived with family or relatives.
Jumal (1991) conducted a study o f the academic performances o f African
American male students in middle schools and high schools in the state of California. The
sample consisted o f 138 African American male students. Jumal found that: (1) as grade
levels increased, the African American male students’ academic progress began to separate
from other groups; and (2) African American male students’ poor performances were
influenced

by

the

their

parents’

failures

to

achieve

quality

education.

Earlier, Crawford (1986) had analyzed the effects of minimum competency testing
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on the academic and total self-concepts o f adolescents.

The subjects were 416 high

school students representing all 22 schools in the Atlanta, Georgia, Public School System.
The subjects were divided into three groups, based on their grade point averages (GPA)
and their initial scoring on the Piers-Harris Children’s Self-Concept Scale (PH). The High
Expectancy (HiExp) group included 85 students whose GPAs were greater than 2.00 and
whose total self-concept scores on a pretest were 65 or higher. The Low-Expectancy
(LoExp) Group included 86 students whose GPAs were 1.66 or less and whose pretest
total self-concept scores were 58 or less. A third group contained those students who did
not meet the established criteria for the High-or Low-Expectancy Groups.

Crawford

hypothesized that academic and total self-concept would decrease for High-Expectancy
students who failed the Georgia Basic Skills Test (BST) but would increase for
Low-Expectancy students who passed it. The results o f the analysis showed a significant
change for the High-Expectancy group from the pre-test to post-test scores o f academic
and total self-concepts for the High-Expectancy/Fail Group.

Further, data analyses

showed significant decreases in the academic self-concepts o f the High-Expectancy/Fail
students, a fact which supported the first hypothesis indicating that a specific academic
incidence affected both the academic and total self-concepts o f adolescents.
In a 1989 study, Chavers and Locke discussed the effects o f testing on Native
Americans and the outcomes of tests. Native Americans are generally exposed to a wide
variety o f tests during their lifetimes in Bureau o f Indian Affairs Schools, in high schools,
in employment, and for college entrance and placement. However, too much reliance can
be placed on tests taken by Native American youths as a result of an absence o f other
sources o f assessment information.

Moreover, tests developed by and formed with

majority populations have built-in errors o f inconsistency and bias when they are used with
American Indian populations. In fact testing itself may cause 5 % to 15% o f the actual
variance to result in test scores for Native Americans, while other real factors can cause
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high dropout rates, unemployment, and lack o f training. Thus, a major research effort
seem needed to determine predictors o f test outcomes for Native Americans and to
determine the numbers and types o f test biases. To be sure, norms appropriate to Native
American populations must be developed. Finally, Chavers contended that the following
important factors must be examined relative to test outcomes: (1) reading ability; (2)
native language use and levels; (3) time spent on task; (4) student motivation; (5)
socioeconomic status; (6) environmental factors; (7) the test syndrome; (8) native culture;
(9) acculturation; (10) late maturation; and (11) race relations.
In a study by the Hispanic Policy Development Project Committee (1991) which
examined the characteristics o f the disadvantaged urban eighth-grade students, data were
collected from the National Education Longitudinal Study o f 1988. Among the findings
by the above organization were: (1) 80 percent o f urban, disadvantaged students scored
in the bottom half o f standardized tests for reading and mathematics; (2) African
American and Hispanic American students combined constituted 68 percent o f urban
disadvantaged students compared to non-Hispanic Whites, who made up only 23 percent
o f such students; (3) 28 percent o f poor, urban students came from homes in which
English was not the dominant language or was not spoken at all; (4) rural schools
contained the greatest proportions of disadvantaged eighth graders, but urban schools
contained the highest concentration of such students; and (5) one-third o f poor students
lived only with their mothers.
Reynolds (1991) developed and tested a longitudinal early schooling process
model o f first-and second-year reading achievement, mathematics achievement, and
socio-emotional maturity with 1,539 low-income minority children. Data were collected
from children and teachers over four time periods. The data included school readiness
attributes and intervening first year social-psychological influences. The model o f linear
structure relations estimation o f the model yielded an acceptable fit with the data. The
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major results indicated that: (1) cognitive readiness in kindergarten had pervasive,
indirect effects on first- and second-year outcomes; (2) variables directly alterable by
families and schools—pre-kindergarten experience, motivation, mobility, and parent
involvement— significantly influenced either directly or indirectly early school outcomes;
and (3) the influence o f sex (in favor of girls), prior achievement, motivation, and school
mobility increased over time.
In 1994, Grissmer studied the declines in student achievement, in family
environment, as well as the increases in educational expenditures to change achievement
test scores that could be attributed to changing family and demographic characteristics.
Family characteristics included in the analysis were income, family size, parents’ education
levels, age o f the mother at the child’s birth, labor force participation o f the mother, and
single-parent families. The analysis estimated effects o f family changes on achievement
scores o f a national sample of students, aged 14 to 17, from 1970 to 1975; on the same
age group in 1990 using the National Longitudinal Survey of Youths’ for 1980 and the
National Educational Longitudinal Survey for 1988, using test scores as the sole measure
o f the youths in 1990 compared to the same age group in 1970-1975.

The findings

suggested that schools had made significant progress in decreasing educational inequities
for minorities.
Strand (1995) described the educational Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
employed by the Wendsworth, England, Local Educational Authority (LEA). Indicators
were divided into three areas: educational context, resource development, and outcomes.
Contextual indicators included pupil mobility, home language, and numbers by age group;
proportion o f pupils entitled to free school meals; and ethnic breakdown of school
population.

Resource development indicators included overall

budget, staffing

expenditures, class size, and pupil-to-teacher ratios. Outcome indicators included pupil
attainment as measured by reading and mathematics tests, pupil attendance, and pupil
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exclusions.

Additional indicators included equity resource distribution and gender

differences in educational outcomes. Also, the employment ofK PI was found to improve
accountability by providing governors with a way to ask relevant questions about school
management, and it focused attention on integral educational outcomes o f individual
pupils.
Kaiser (1996) examined the Science Outreach Program. Data were collected from
scores on standardized tests for students o f Outreach teachers.

Students learned the

content and process o f modem scientific inquiry by engaging in research and entering
science competitions. The Rockefeller University Pre-college Science Education Outreach
Programs (Science Outreach) provided access for about 70 students from diverse schools
and for 12 teachers every summer. Researchers provided mentoring in the biomedical and
physical sciences; and the Science Outreach provided modest amounts o f funding for a
few students, for all teachers, and for their own colleagues and students.

Findings

indicated that: (1) students benefited when their teachers became immersed in the Science
Outreach Program; and (2) the Science Outreach Program attained its goal o f improving
science education at the local level through the professional development o f teachers.
Falbo (1996) had conducted a study on schools in a Texas school district in 1988.
In his earlier study, Falbo focused on students from families o f Mexican origin, studied
characteristics o f the students’ schools, and also investigated what the families and schools
had done or had not done to promote graduation from high school. The sample consisted
o f one hundred 15-year-olds labeled as “at risk” students, with about 13% receiving
limited English proficiency services. The researcher found that: (1) school practices, rather
than parent influence, were the primary cause of students’ dropping out; (2) parents with
little or no formal education valued a high school diploma and understood its importance;
(3) three school practices in particular contributed to dropping out. The first practice was
retention in grade, which resulted in having over-age students with feelings o f inadequacy.
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The second detrimental practice was tracking or grouping students by standardized test
scores. The third educational practice cited was making passing an exit-level test a
requirement for obtaining a high school diploma; and (4) preparation for these tests was
inadequate; consequently, students dropped out as a result o f repeated failures.

Falbo

concluded that while students and parents certainly shared some o f the responsibility for
students’ not continuing in school, school practices were the main reason Mexican
American students in this district dropped out.
The Alterable Characteristics of School Environment that Can Minimize
the Adverse Effects of African American and Lower-Income Students’
Performances on Standardized. Mandatory Competency Examinations
In his 1982 study, Rice sought to provide answers to the following question:
“What are the necessary experiences, proficiencies, and skills that an instructional
supervisor should have in order to become the teacher-educator in his/her position as
currently perceived by educational leaders in the areas o f supervision, educational research
and teaching?” The investigator developed a detailed training model to us in this research.
The conclusions Rice reached were that (1) a meaningful inservice experience must
include an opportunity for each building administrator to examine his/her own
commitment to personal growth and development and commitment to the professional
growth and development o f those with whom he/she worked; (2) inservice experience
should include opportunities for administrators to evaluate and improve their interpersonal
skills in the areas o f communications and human relations; (3) administrators should have
inservice opportunities which allow them to develop a repertoire o f instructional strategies
and skills which in turn can enable them to become resources for the classroom teacher;
(4) the effective instructional supervisor must be able, on the basis o f valid and reliable
teacher effectiveness research, to help the teacher analyze and improve the planning,
teaching, and evaluating processes. Inservice experiences should also be provided; (5) the
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inservice experiences must afford administrators chances to learn to use a supervisory
model consistent with their districts’ philosophies and objectives; and (6) the planners for
inservice training must do everything possible to ensure that the “environment” will be an
appropriate one in which change takes place.
Freedman’s 1986 study focused on four male, urban elementary school principals
to determine their leadership styles in instructional matters and in labor relations situations.
The investigator used the qualitative methodology o f triangulation interviews, participant
observation and document analyses, and incorporated descriptive statistics which provided
additional data about the principals, about each school and about the school system. An
interview protocol was followed to obtain information about instructional matters and
labor relations issues.

The people interviewed included each principal, building

representatives, selected teachers, and the school system’s Union President.

The

principals were selected based upon their school’s improving test scores in reading and
mathematics, as measured by English and Spanish standardized tests over a five-year
period.

The percentage o f students within each school who were eligible for free or

reduced school lunches were considered an indication o f the school population’s
socioeconomic levels. Also primary, intermediate, resource, and bilingual teachers were
selected based upon recommendations from principals, from other teachers, or by random,
stratified sampling.
Subsequently, the data were coded, and three major themes emerged: instructional
leadership, labor relationships, and communication.

Principals and teachers felt that

instructional leadership was an important responsibility which the principal should assume.
Teachers also said that they wanted the principal to be more active in working with
teachers who had difficulty in the classroom.

Moreover, the teachers perceived their

union as important in protecting teachers’ rights.

Further, many teachers wanted the

union to become more involved in educational issues.

Communication emerged as a
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problem within the school and within the teachers’ union. Upon analyzing the data by
school, the researcher opined that a person’s leadership style should be consistent. Three
o f Blake and M outon’s Managerial Grid (1986) styles, 9,1; 5,5; and 9,9 helped to explain
the four principals’ leadership (two exhibited the 9,9 style).

Each principal’s style,

however, was consistent, even when the principals were dealing with instructional or
labor/management relations issues.
Earlier, Clark (1986) had examined California Region Five local school principals
and local school community relations committee members’ perceptions o f the influence
exercised by the community in decision-making policies at the local school level. Clark’s
purpose was to compare the perceptions o f principals and o f the community regarding
community involvement in achievement related tasks.

The researcher also sought to

determine whether community involvement had an impact on Region Five pupils’
achievement by comparing the 1979, 1980 and 1981 California Achievement Tests results.
Thirty-three principals and community relations committee members (representing
each o f the Region’s thirty-three schools) were asked to complete a questionnaire
designed to gather data on two questions with twenty related tasks.

The responses

regarding their perceptions o f influence exercised by the community on the twenty related
tasks were ranked on a scale from 1 to 5. A paired test determined significant differences
between the two groups.

The data indicated that there was no significant difference

among the perceptions o f principals and o f the community. Three o f the twenty tasks
were: (1) developing programs for additional community involvement; (2) facilitating
ongoing communication between school and community; and (3) facilitating community
awareness o f local school students’ performances on standardized tests as compared to
other Region Five schools at the same level. The results o f this study suggested that there
was no significant difference in the perceptions which principals and members o f the
community held regarding the influence exercised by the community in school affairs.
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Boit (1987) assessed factors which influenced student achievement as measured by
Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories (FIAC) and as described by teachers and school
heads during structured interviews. A third-year mathematics class was randomly picked
from fifteen randomly selected government-run schools in Nairobi, Kenya, as a population
sample for this study. The Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories instrument was used
in class observations. For coding consistency, each class was observed and tape recorded
three times.

Standardized achievement tests were administered in September 1985 and

again in February 1986 to assess student achievement. Teachers and school heads were
interviewed during February and March 1986 to investigate: (1) why scores for mixed
schools (boys and girls) and non-mixed schools (boys only or girls only) were significantly
different at the 0.05 Alpha level; (2) why certain schools apparently achieved more than
others; (3) what factors were related to student achievement; and (4) what opinions
interviewees expressed about important characteristics o f a teacher.
The statistical analysis showed that there were relationships between student
motivation/control and student performance. There was likewise a positive relationship
between student-initiated talk and student achievement; the results o f the standardized
tests were consistent; and there was a significant difference between mixed and non-mixed
schools at the 0.05 Alpha level in favor o f the non-mixed schools.

Although the

interviews were exploratory rather than conclusive, they nevertheless provided a wealth of
information across the board.

For example, student selection was the most important

factor in student achievement, according to teachers and school heads. Teachers in low
achieving schools emphasized student selections most.
schools considered student selections and

The heads o f low-achieving

learning facilities as top priorities.

Both

teachers and school heads considered student discipline an important factor in student
achievement.

Teachers’ commitment and willingness to work beyond class were

considered the most important teacher characteristics.
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In a 1982 study, Sweeney opined that a leader would likely be more successful if
goals were set, strategies were provided, and efforts were made to see that goals were
met. This style o f leadership behavior can exist, according to Grimes (1982), in either male
o f female principals. Grimes studied the leadership styles o f male and female principals in
elementary schools in Illinois, using 64 female principals, 134 male principals, and 134
female teachers. The Leadership Effectiveness and Adaptability Description instruments
were administered to determine if the male and female principals behaved differently. The
researcher found no significant sex-related differences existing among the perceptions o f
the three groups surveyed.

Thus, Sweeny concluded that the sex o f the school principal

was not a factor in the perception o f the principals’ leadership styles.

However,

demographic data such as years o f experience, size of the principals’ schools, and the role
o f the teacher made a difference in the respondents’ perceptions o f the principals’
leadership styles.
Somewhat similarly but later, Ayres (1985) investigated the relationship, between
principals’ effectiveness characteristics and the effectiveness o f middle-level schools.
More specifically, Ayres in the study analyzed relationships between the factors and
overall scores on the Audit of Principal Effectiveness and Student Achievement in grades
seven and eight, as measured by gained scores on a standardized achievement test. Ayres
found that: (1) principals in Missouri middle-level schools were overall highly effective
with regard to their ability to foster appropriate teacher relations; (2) principals in
Missouri middle-level schools

were overall only somewhat effective in the area o f

instructional management; and (3) effective factor scores on the Audit o f Principal
Effectiveness in affective congruence, affective involvement, directional leadership,
instructional management, and teacher relations tended to have an impact on students’
achievement gains.

This impact could be noted in various subgroups (reading,
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mathematics, and combined reading and mathematics groupings) using various types of
standardized achievement tests to assess student achievement.
In his study, Wenum (1985) sought to ascertain whether student achievement
would improve if elementary principals instituted selected instructional management
practices. The study consisted o f a two-year field study for the purpose o f identifying
instructional needs and/or problems of elementary principals related to their instructional
management practices. The population included third- and sixth-grade students in two
elementary schools in two different districts in Alabama over a four-year period. In the
pilot studies, the elementary schools were found to possess a history o f low student
achievement, as measured by standardized tests.

The number o f students in each

category tested in basic skill area o f reading language o f mathematics was compared to
those scores o f students from prior years.

Significant increases in the number of

students who improved in achievement were found in both pilot schools where
elementary principals had instituted selected instructional management practices.-.
Also, Blank (1986) examined the extent o f variation in leadership behavior and
activities among urban high school principals. Data were collected through interviews
with principals and teachers in national samples o f urban comprehensive high schools and
magnet high schools. The findings showed that the extent o f the principals’ leadership
varied widely among both comprehensive and magnet high schools. Comprehensive high
school principals tended to provide more leadership in administrative areas than in
educational areas; only a small minority were rated highly on all o f the measures. Almost
half o f the magnet high school principals provided strong leadership in all areas. The
extent o f the principals’ leadership was also analyzed by differences in school and district
contexts.
In a somewhat related study, Lechner-Knowles (1987) investigated how principals
served as researchers and practitioners.

Using the Action Research Technique of
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Refiection-in-Action, Lechner-Knowles collected data from multiple sources over a oneand half-year period. While the principal served as the primary instrument by maintaining
a daily log, the researcher also compiled data from school-based evaluations and from the
repeated visits to the school by observers who interviewed teachers. The findings revealed
that (1) school improvement was not linear but was interactive; (2) building a climate with
a vision o f what a school could be was focused on the dynamics among the principal and
other adults, namely, the teachers and parents; and (3) the most significant gain for the
school in its school improvement effort was building a climate to perpetuate productive
adult behavior. The fact that students made significant progress on standardized tests
was less important than was the internalization o f these behaviors, which offered the hope
that students’ progress would be sustained and that the adults would continue to grow.
Briggs (1992) conducted a study in a large northeastern city. Questionnaires and
interviews were used to gather data.
principals.

Questionnaires were sent to 152 elementary

Thirty-six principals were, interviewed.

Brigg’s findings were that urban

principals needed: (1) special understandings; (2) opportunities for practicing principals
to teach some o f the administration courses; (3) a partnership between the school district
and the university; (4) to mentor students early in their program; (5) there should be
course work in cultural diversity, and (6) understanding that success is not determined by
achievement on standardized tests.
Earlier, Lindholm (1981) studied ways in which attitudinal perceptions could be
used as tools for measuring the quality o f the teaching-learning environment.

The

investigation involved studying the teaching o f reading at Cheney Elementary School in
Fairfax County, Virginia. Nine teachers and 109 students in grades one through six were
used in the study.

The student population consisted primarily o f children o f enlisted

military personnel and of a small percentage o f children o f off-base non-military personnel.
Linholm’s findings revealed that (1) students’ attitudinal perceptions could not be used to
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judge accurately the quality o f achievement on standardized tests; (2) students’ attitudinal
perceptions could not be used to judge accurately the quality o f achievement as measured
by teachers’ attitudinal perceptions representing subjective grades; (3) accuracy o f
students’ attitudinal perceptions was dependent upon students’ intellectual ability; (4)
children who were more accurate in their perceptions received more favorable teacher
evaluations; (5) teachers did not make accurate judgments concerning their students’
ability to perform on standardized tests; (6) teachers gave more corrective feedback to
students who had more positive self-concepts; and (7) teachers were aware of students’
self-concepts and tended to judge students who had more positive self-concepts more
favorably than others.
In 1994, Barton and Coley reviewed a profile o f state testing programs in 1992-93
and classroom testing practices by state, school district, school, or individual teacher.
Information taken from a variety of sources, including the National Assessment o f
Educational Progress and a General Accounting Office study, indicated, that the
multiple-choice test remained the dominant one. The most prevalent purposes o f state
programs were found to be accountability, instructional improvement, and program
evaluation. Virtually all states presently test in mathematics and language, and most also
test in science, w riting and social studies. Thirty-eight programs include writing samples,
and 34 states use norm-referenced tests while 34 use criterion-referenced tests.

Also

seventeen states use some form of performance assessment, and six collect student
portfolios.

At least 36 percent of all students were tested in state programs during

1992-93. Only one state used a norm-reference test for high school graduation purposes,
while

20

used

criterion-referenced

tests.

By

contrast,

non-multiple-choice tests appeared to be the predominant mode.

in

the

classroom

The researcher also

concluded that patterns o f traditional and alternative testing in the classroom were very
similar for students o f different races, ethnicity, ability groups, and resource adequacy.
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Boozer and Rouse (1995) examined racial differences in school quality by
considering the effects o f the pupil-teacher ratio and the pupil-teacher ratio by actual class
size. Two data sets were analyzed: (1) a 1994 telephone survey o f a random sample of
500 New Jersey teachers; and (2) the National Education Longitudinal Survey o f 1988
(NELS). The data revealed that (1) the pupil-teacher ratio and average class size were
correlated; (2) the pupil-teacher ratio was systematically less than or equal to the average
class size; and (3) blacks were in schools with larger classes. Subsequently, the researcher
concluded that (1) school-level measures might obscure important within-school variations
in class size due to the small class sizes for compensatory education; (2) because black
students were more likely to be assigned to compensatory-education classes, a kind o f
aggregation bias resulted; (3) the data revealed that not only were blacks in schools with
larger average class sizes, but they were also in larger classes within schools; and (4) it
appeared that smaller classes at the 8th-grade level led to larger test score gains from 8th
to 10th grade and that differences in class size could explain approximately 15 percent o f
black-white differences in educational achievement.
In 1981, Ahmad examined the relationship between and among the leadership
styles o f elementary school principals, o f the climate o f the schools they administered, and
o f students’ achievement as measured by their performances on standardized tests. An
instrument consisting o f the leadership behavior description questionnaire and the school
climate questionnaire, modeled on the Charles F. Kettering (CFK Ltd.) School Climate
Profile, was administered to all teachers in 32 randomly selected elementary schools
having enrollments between 400-2000 in the Federal Territory o f Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia.

Standard V. Assessment scores were used to measure student achievement.

Principals were interviewed for information on students’ backgrounds, as well as for their
own perceptions o f bureaucracy.

The relationship between school climate and student

achievement was determined by using the Pearson Product Moment Correlation.
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Ahmad’s findings were that: (1) of all principals interviewed, 75% were either high or low
on both leadership behavior dimensions; (2) the leadership styles o f elementary' school
principals in Kuala Lumpur, particularly the leadership behavior dimension o f
consideration, were significantly related to school climate; (3) the leadership styles o f
elementary school principals in Kuala Lumpur were not significantly related to student
achievement; (4) the educational climate o f elementary schools in Kuala Lumpur was
significantly related to student achievement; and (5) the leadership styles o f elementary
school principals in Kuala Lumpur were not significantly related to their perceptions o f
bureaucracy.
Borgrink (1987) analyzed and summarized data to provide a broad range o f
educational indicators of the operations and performances o f New Mexico’s 88 school
districts. The profile included the dropout rates and student enrollments, as well as the
number o f students receiving public assistance, special education, and bilingual education.
Also studied were pupil/teacher ratios and teacher loads in various grade levels; the
number o f certified staff, including their degrees and years o f experience; proficiency
examinations and the number of graduates; and the results o f standardized achievement
tests (Comprehensive Tests o f Basic Skills). The data indicated that the number o f New
Mexico students was increasing as was the diversity o f their needs. Forty-seven percent of
these students were Anglo; 40% were Hispanic; and 10% were Native American. O f the
teachers, about 70% were Anglo; 24.2% were Hispanic; 1.6% were Native American, and
1.2% were Black.
In a similar study, Mclntire and Marion (1989) investigated the academic
achievements o f students relative to their geographic locations. The sample consisted of
1,792 students from small high schools in urban, suburban, and rural settings. Mclntire
and Marion found that (1) gender and socio-economic status explained a similar amount o f
variance on the writing examinations; (2) school size was not significantly related to
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academic achievement; (3) socio-economic status accounted for 10 to 20 % o f the
variance in writing, math, and reading; (4) urban locations produced only negligible
differences in academic outcomes; (5) students from small schools had higher mean scores
on the academic measures than did other students; and (6) students from moderate size
schools had higher mean scores than did those from larger schools.
In their investigation, Howley and Huang (1991) summarized some then-recent
studies on poverty in rural areas. In 1986, the poverty rate in rural areas was 50 percent
higher than was the urban rate. In fact, during the 1980’s, rural poverty stayed higher,
rising more rapidly during recession, and falling more slowly in the “recovery” period.
Several characteristics that distinguished the rural poor from the urban poor were: (1) the
rural poor were more likely than the urban poor to work, but low wages kept them in
poverty; (2) the majority o f poor rural families were two-parent families, whereas the poor
urban family was typically headed by a single parent; and (3) a much larger number o f the
rural poor were whites, unlike in urban, areas. It should be noted that some analysts tend
to believe poverty is more a function of history and economic structure than of individual
or group characteristics. Moreover, the rural economy is frequently characterized by its
dependence on natural resources, by a narrow industrial base in a given locale, and by its
emphasis on low-skill labor. A lack o f human capital has been cited as another major
cause o f rural poverty and o f an educationally disadvantaged labor force. However, the
largest poverty gap between urban and rural populations was found among those with
more education, and the smallest was among high school dropouts.

As a potential

influence on the well-being o f individual students from poor families, education is clearly
important. On the other hand, as the researchers opined, the role o f education in changing
the structural features o f rural poverty seems clearly limited.
The relationship between school finance and student achievement has been difficult
to establish because achievement has traditionally been measured in terms o f basic skills
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and has not considered additional learning opportunities. However, two types o f output
adjustment schemes which a state may enact are deserving of note here.

A state may

either make allocations on a state-normed percentage of students passing a minimum
competency test or on increased levels o f student achievement on a minimum competency
test over a specified time period.
Hallows (1989) examined the impact on school districts when states made
allocations dependent upon the districts’ students’ performances on a Minimum
Competency Tests (MCT).

Data were collected from Missouri school districts in

1979-1980 to determine the districts’ characteristics which influenced the demand output.
A probit model was specified for estimating, with maximum likelihood techniques, those
district factors affecting the probability o f a district’s achieving either output adjustment .
scheme.

The findings revealed that: (1) estimation indicated that the only significant

variables influencing the probability o f a district’s achieving either output adjustment
scheme were the student characteristics within a district; (2) allocation o f state aid grants
based upon district increases in student output were a more equitable policy than was
basing allocations on a state-normed level o f output; and (3) districts with lower absolute
achievement levels had a greater probability of increasing their student output than did
districts with higher absolute output levels.
Ascher (1989) identified the following problems as the dramatic inequities with
which urban financing must contend: (1) structural features in the state aid system that
worked against urban districts; (2) increased state control over local budgets; and (3) the
decline in urban capacity for school support.

Ascher found that urban districts faced

higher costs than did suburban districts in the following areas: (1) personnel, (2) facilities,
and (3) special-student needs. Consequently, Ascher’s (1989) suggestions for improving
educational equity in urban schools focused on the following areas: (1) increasing federal
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funding; (2) improving the methods of calculating urban students’ needs; and (3) allowing
greater local autonomy in determining standards and programs.
Likewise, Jewell (1993) examined lawsuits challenging inequality in education
spending. A comprehensive analysis o f Missouri public schools was used to study the
equal-spending argument.

The first unwarranted assumption was that there existed a

direct relationship between per-pupil expenditures and the quality o f education provided to
students. The second assumption was that a direct relationship existed between spending
and the quality o f education. A third assumption was that spending levels also correlated
to student learning and achievement.

The fourth or final assumption was that urban

school districts suffered most from unequal educational expenditures.
In 1994, O’Neil examined the use o f Education-Production-Function Analysis, a
correlation-based analysis used for years to evaluate whether resources, if deposited into
the educational process, yielded a definitive result. Data were collected from the analysis
and were used as a measure o f equity in educational funding. The findings indicated that
correlation-based analyses were not accurate reflections o f the relationship between
educational expenditures and student achievement.

Therefore, data from the State

Departments o f Education of Missouri, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Dakota,
and Virginia, states that have been involved in equity lawsuits, were analyzed, using both
Production-Function Analysis and T-test based methods.

These data indicated that a

significant

expenditures

relationship

existed

between

instructional

and

student

achievement.
Hirth and Mitchell (1995) investigated the use of Education-Production Function
and its relationship to educational policymaking. Fiscal data and student-achievement test
scores for Indiana during the 1993-94 school year were analyzed, using Fortune and
O’Neil’s (1994) methodology as an alternative to traditional Production-Function
Analysis.

The model uses t-tests for determining significance and for comparing
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homogeneous subgroups.

The Indiana data, using Education-Production Function

Analysis, revealed no significant relationships between expenditures and student
achievement.

The non-traditional analysis o f socioeconomic status and student

achievement, however, showed there was a high correlation between expenditures and
achievement.

Fortune and O ’Neil concluded that the only constitutionally relevant

outcomes o f education were whether students received equal access to state resources and
that increased revenues must be used to find new strategies for improving student
achievement. The Hirth (1995) study revealed that all students in Indiana did not have
equal access to state resources.
Moreau and Mclntire (1995) examined the relationships among various measures
o f school district wealth and spending, other school district characteristics, and student achievement within the context o f a state which had a majority o f small and rural school
systems.

Data were collected from all Maine Elementary school districts that had

provided instruction to five or more students in grade eight during 1991-92. -For each of
the 193 districts studied, pupil achievement was measured as mean eighth-grade scores on
the Maine Educational Assessment Tests for the three (3) years which ended in 1991-92.
Specifically, Four school district characteristics were found which differentiated between
the 30 highest-achieving and 24 lowest-achieving districts. The findings indicated that
high-achieving districts: (1) spent more per pupil; (2) had a larger poverty tax base per
pupil; (3) had higher median family incomes; and (4) had employed a higher percentage o f
elementary teachers with graduate degrees.

Results showed that achievement was not

significantly related to pupil-teacher ratio or to district tax levies.
In his study, Howley (1989) focused on the positive effects o f small-scale
schooling on student achievement. A study o f research literature on the subject from 1924
to 1974 revealed most investigators were focusing on input variables and were
recommending increases in school size.

However, studies that examined student
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achievement did not recommend increases in school size. More recently, researchers have
devoted attention to outcome variables, such as student achievement, and process
variables, such as school climate and instructional leadership. A 1988 study by O’Hare
reported that large school and district size negatively affected student achievement in low
SES areas, but positively affected it in high SES areas. Unanswered questions, however,
include the use o f state data, self-report studies, and other methodological considerations.
Thus, it was concluded that further research could clarify the ways in which small-scale
organization enhanced the learning o f some students, particularly those form low-SES
communities.
Lindberg (1985) examined factors related to school size that might influence
academic achievement. The sample consisted o f 15,000 high school students from the
state o f Utah. The data were collected from the Utah Statewide Educational Assessment
Program Survey of Utah high school seniors, from the American College Testing
Program, and from a survey of principals in the state's 25 smallest high schools. The data
revealed that students in small, rural high schools: (1) performed at lower levels on basic
skills than did their larger school counterparts; (2) had significantly lower ACT scores; and
(3) took fewer classes in intermediate and advanced mathematics.
However, in his 1986 study, Rogers refuted some findings and conclusions o f a
1985 report by the Illinois State Board o f Education, a report which had asserted that
small schools were inferior and inefficient; that student achievement was significantly
related to school size; and that a high school enrollment o f 500-1200 students was
necessary for a broad choice o f academic courses and extracurricular activities. Rogers
maintained that such a view' overlooked the strengths o f small schools, the deficiencies o f
large ones, and ignored the impact that proposed school closings could have on rural
communities.

The data collected from a survey o f 34 Illinois high schools with

enrollments under 500 revealed that the schools had course offerings far exceeding state
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mandates and these were not inefficient when judged by per capita tuition costs and
operating expenses. Roger’s findings further indicated that those high school students (1)
performed adequately on standardized tests; (2) had ACT scores higher than the national
average; (3) had dropout rates significantly lower than the state’s average rates; (4) were
capable o f completing post-high school programs of vocational training and higher
education; and (5) had high rates of participation in extracurricular activities.
Subsequently, Rogers recommended that: (1) clear standards be set for the evaluation o f
school districts; (2) such standards allow districts which meet state requirements to
exercise local control over organizational patterns and size; and (3) the state aid formula
focus on providing adequate funding for education, not focus on encouraging
consolidation.
Christner (1991) found in 1986-87 that the school board of the Austin, Texas,
Independent School District had approved an assignment plan which returned most
elementary students to their neighborhood schools and created 16 predominantly minority
schools enrolling many students from iow-income families. To assure that these students
received a quality education, the Austin School Board implemented a 5-year Plan for
Educational Excellence. The methodology involved using analysis of reports and student
test scores as well as surveys conducted on principals, staffs, and parents. The findings
indicated that the Austin district provided full-day pre-kindergarten classes, innovative
funds, extra support staff, and lowered the pupil/teacher ratio.

Test scores showed

improvement in primary school students’ academic achievement.

Other indicators of

success included increased teacher attendance, favorable parent and staff attitudes,
increased parent and community involvement, and implementation o f a multicultural
education program.
In a 1993 study, Forbes examined the relationship between school size and funding
levels in North Carolina’s secondary

schools.

Data included information from 94
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secondary schools relative to classes offered; school enrollment and staffing; school size
and location, funding levels; and student achievement in eight selected subjects; principal
and teacher interviews in selected secondary schools and in feeder elementary schools; and
other supportive data from state archives. The results were organized into two sections:
the relationship o f school size and funding level to depth o f curriculum, and the variances
in student achievement across levels o f school size and levels o f funding.

School size

appeared to be the most important factor as regards variety o f curricula and specialized
courses, with larger schools providing more course offerings.

In addition, funding

appeared to make a difference whenever special equipment was needed to offer a course.
Regression analyses indicated that funding level was a predictor o f student achievement in
algebra, biology, chemistry, and geometry, while school size was a predictor o f
achievement in biology and physics.
In 1989, Spottheim investigated the budget threshold needed by poor and
low-income school districts to improve scholastic outcomes and the optimal. range o f
school district expenditures; the best composition of financial resources for improved
scholastic outcomes; and the economic phenomena that could mitigate the districts’
operational costs. Two empirical models were constructed: (1) a descriptive model o f 28
logistic equations portraying quantitative relationships between resources utilized and
educational outcomes; and (2) a prescriptive model of resource allocation constructed
through a goal programming technique. Over 400 finance and account items from 200
school districts in eight (8) counties in New York were used, along with four case studies
for diverse school districts. The results suggested that a budgetary threshold o f $4,000.00
per student could produce improved scholastic outcomes. However, an increase o f 67%
in per-student expense was the suggested estimate needed to increase outcomes by only
15%, thereby making it difficult to justify a budget configuration o f over $6,685.00 per
student measured in 1985 dollars.
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Earlier in a 1988 study, the National Rural Small Schools Task Forces investigated
the relationship between pupil expenditure and student achievement in rural school
districts.

The sample consisted o f 2,587 school districts from rural areas. The data

revealed that 49% of the school districts were both small and rural; moreover, 28% o f
these ranked in the bottom quarter o f districts in their states on at least two o f three
indicators—family wealth, per-pupil expenditures, and student achievement. Additionally,
the data revealed that 2,750 rural school districts in the United States were chronically
poor.
Somewhat similarly, Sharp (1993) examined the relationship between Illinois
schools’ expenditures per pupil and students’ state assessment exam scores. The Illinois
Reading and Mathematics tests were administered to students in grades 3, 6, 8, 11; and
language arts exams were

given to students in grades 3, 6, and 8.

The number o f

participating schools in this investigation ranged from 655 schools for 11th grade students
to 2,347 schools the 3rd grade students. A Pearson Product Moment Correlation was
calculated to determine if there were any significant relationships between school spending
(defined as “operating expenditures per pupil for 1989-90”), and the students’
achievement scores for April 1991.

Sharp’s findings indicated that: (1) the mean

expenditure per pupil was $4,424; and (2) a small but statistically significant, negative
correlation existed between spending and achievement in every subject in every grade
level, with the exception of grade 11.

One implication was that giving schools more

money did not necessarily raise students’ achievement. Accordingly, one suggestion was
that schools might need to target specific programs with an increase in school funding
rather than spread the funds throughout the school inasmuch as the majority o f school
funds are often used for personnel costs. Also, Synder (1993) opined that local school
revenues were surpassing state government revenues. The national per pupil expenditure
rate then was $5,372.
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Sum m ary
A resurgence in allusions to African proverbs in recent years in the United States
has provided an anesthetic effect which appeared good for cultural enrichment but which
proved to be not enough for awareness and acceptance of cultural diversity. The effects
o f living in an isolated, segregated world had been devastating to many African American
children; and many never recovered. This negative social phenomenon has frequently been
considered an important casual factor in African American students’ academic
achievements on standardized examinations:
To be sure, expectations o f public schools have grown over the years. However, a
number o f reports in the 1980s galvanized public opinion and in doing so led to demands
for increased performance from schools. For example, the National Education Goals call
for 90 percent o f all students to graduate from high school by the year 2000, a significant
increase from the current rate o f approximately 75 percent.

Moreover, schools are

expected to meet “world class standards,” create model citizens, and meet demands for
increased public acceptability. An emphasis on higher standards has become the
cornerstone of several newr federal initiatives, as well as the centerpiece o f education
reform in many states. Among the most serious concerns is equity.
It is not acceptable for only an elite few with high educational ambitions to benefit
from the new knowledge requisite for achieving these goals. Achieving national and state
goals will undoubtedly require that all schools provide stimulating, substantively rigorous
opportunities for all students to learn.
So, then, if all students are to meet higher standards o f achievement and schools
are to be successful in preparing students for participating in the workforce and for
making contributions to their communities, schools must develop new models for ensuring
the success of those students most at risk of failure. Historically, separate and unequal
schooling has limited educational opportunities for African American and lower-income
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students. Indeed, African Americans and iower-income students are “at risk” and have
higher rates of leaving school prematurely and without diplomas (Aguilera and Hendricks,
1996).
On the other hand, high academic achievement has been found most likely to be
obtained where African Americans and lower-income students receive resources,
incentives, efforts to improve school environments, and where a “push” to excel from the
multiple social systems in which they participate. School systems that have fostered high
levels o f academic success might be more expensive than those that tolerated academic
mediocrity, but ultimately providing high-quality schools for all would appear to be less
costly than would be dealing with the effects of educational failure. The failure o f many
African American and lower-income students to complete high school is viewed by both
the educational communities and the public at large as a serious social problem.
Numerous research reports and volumes have produced sets o f recommendations for
educational excellence designed “to prepare students for a new society and for a future
economy based on high-technology, emphasizing information processing and computers”
(Ascher, 1989).
Consequently, the challenge for educational practitioners and researchers lies not
in raising standards but in implementing the new reforms, delivering educational resources
to African American and lower-income students, and monitoring the impact o f these
challenging resources. High schools which have been identified as successful in improving
the academic performances of their students have a number o f features in common. For
instance, such schools offer students access to challenging, high-quality arrangements that
support and improve learning opportunities.

These schools also link the needs o f the-

whole student, thereby creating networks o f support that allow students to succeed.
Finally, these schools provide many resources to energize and sustain their work, chief
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chief among the resources being enhancement o f the professional skills o f their faculties
(Alkin, 1992).
To a noticeable degree, the review o f the literature illuminates several aspects
relative to the problem under investigation. One very salient aspect is the existence o f a
relationship between specific socio-cognitive variables and academic achievement among
African American and lower-income high school students.

The literature further

identifies a range o f theories, methods, and constructs which several scientific disciplines
have contributed to educational research concerning the problem investigated in this
study.
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CHAPTER3
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
This chapter includes a description o f the research design used for this
investigation. The researcher investigated the performance o f African American and
lower-income students on state standardized, mandatory competency examinations, using
the variables type of school, school location, district wealth, size o f school, race of
principal, gender o f principal, expenditure per student, and student/teacher ratio.

This

chapter has been organized to include discussion o f (1) Type o f Design, (2) Population,
(3) Sampling Procedures, (4) Instrumentation, (5) Validity and Reliability, (6)
Data-Gathering Procedures, (7) Independent and Dependent Variables, and (8) Statistical
Analysis.
Research Hypotheses
The researcher formulated eight research hypotheses and tested them in this study:
Hoji

There is no significant difference between the mean academic
performances of African American and lower-income students on the
mathematics, reading, and writing sections on state standardized,
mandatory competency examinations by type o f school.

Ho2:

There is no significant difference between the mean academic
performances o f African American and lower-income students on the
mathematics, reading, and writing sections on state standardized,
mandatory competency examinations by school location.

Ho3:

There is no significant difference between the mean academic
performances o f African American and lower-income students on the
mathematics, reading, and writing sections on state standardized,
mandatory competency examinations by district wealth.
71
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H o4:

There is no significant difference between the mean academic
performances o f African American and lower-income students on the
mathematics, reading, and writing sections on state standardized,
mandatory competency examinations by size o f the school.

H o5:

There is no significant difference between the mean academic
performances of African American and lower-income students on the
mathematics, reading, and writing sections on state standardized,
mandatory competency examinations by race o f the school principal.

H o6:

There is no significant difference between the mean academic
performances o f African American and lower-income students on the
mathematics, reading, and writing sections on state standardized,
mandatory competency examinations by gender o f the school principal.

H o7:

There is no significant difference between the mean academic
performances of African American and lower-income students on the
mathematics, reading, and writing sections on state standardized,
mandatory competency examinations by expenditure per student.

Hog:

There is no significant difference between the mean academic
performances of African American and lower-income students on the
mathematics, reading, and writing sections on state standardized,
mandatory competency examinations by student/teacher ratio.

Type of Design
An Ex-Post Facto Research Design was employed in this investigation to gather
and analyze the data.

This research design provided the researcher an opportunity to

examine the independent variables which could not be manipulated and to identify
variables worthy o f experimental investigation (Gay, 1992).

Thus, the Ex-Post Facto

Research Design afforded the researcher the most efficient and systematic means o f
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studying the influences o f type o f school, school location, district wealth, size o f school,
race of school principal, gender of school principal, expenditure per student and
student/teacher ratio on the
lower-income

students

academic performances o f African

relative

to

state

standardized,

American and

mandatory

competency

examinations.
Population
The population for this study consisted o f high school students from those states
with a mandatory requirement that all students must pass a competency examination
(EXIT EXAM) before graduating from high school.

The high school students were

chosen from school districts with student bodies consisting o f at least 29.5% African
American and at least 65% lower-income students. Twenty states were contacted (See Appendix C) and asked to participate in the study. O f these, twelve (12) states agreed to
participate. Thus 60% o f the target population participated in the study. (See Appendix C)
for those states which participated in the present study.)
Demographic Profile of Sample Population
Table 1 presents demographic data of the sample population. The sample
population consisted o f 72 schools located in school districts/parishes in 12 o f the states
that conduct mandatory competency testing as a requirement for high school graduation
(Exit Exams).

O f these schools, 28 (38.9%) were predominantly minority, and 44

(61.1%) were predominantly non-minority.
Regarding the variable school location, 33 (45.8%) o f the participants were
located in an urban area and 39 (54.2%) were located in a rural area. Additionally, 46
(63.9%) reported their district’s wealth as 50 million and less, 11 (15.3%) indicated
district wealth between 50 million to 100 million, and 15 (20.8%) revealed district wealth
as 100 million and above. Furthermore, there were 12 (16.7%) large size schools which
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participated in this study. In comparison, there were 11 (15.3%) average size schools, and
44 (61.1%) small size schools which responded to the survey.
Moreover, regarding the gender o f the principals employed in the participating
schools, 59 (81.9%) were male, and 13 (18.1%) were female. In addition, 53 (73.6%) o f
the principals were White, II (15.3%) were Black, and 8 (11.1%) were Hispanic.
Also, 15 (20.8%) of the schools indicated expenditures per student as 54,000 or
less; 45 (62.5%) expressed 54,001 to 58,000; and 12 (16.75%) reported 58,001 and above
as expenditures. Finally, with respect to the pupil/teacher ratio, 38 (52.5%) o f the schools
reported 15:1 or less; 19 (26.4%) revealed 16:1 to 20:1; and 15 (20.8%) indicated 21:1
and above.
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Table 1
Summary of the Number and Percentage of African American and Lower-income
Students by Type of School, School Location, District Wealth, Size of School, Race
of Principal, Gender of Principal, Expenditure Per Student, and Pupil/Teacher
Ratio

Variables

Number

Percentage*

Tvpe of School
Predominantly Minority
Predominantly Non-minority
Total

28
44
72

38.9
61.1
100.0

School Location
Urban
Rural
Total

39
72

45.8
54.2
100.0

District Wealth
S50,000,000 or Less
S50,000,001 -5100,000,000
SI00,000,001 and Above
Total

46
11
15
72

63.9
15.3
20.8
100.0

Size of School
Large
Average (Medium)
Small
Total

12
16
44
72

16.7
22.2
61.1
100.0

Gender of Principal
Male
Female
Total

59
13
72

81.9
18.1
100.0

RacfijifPrincipal
White
Black
Hispanic
Total

53
11
8
72
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73.6
15.3
11.1
100.0
(table continues)
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Percentage*

Variables

Number

Expenditure per Student
$4,000 or Less
$4,001 to $8,000
$8,001 and Above
Total

15
45
12
72

20.8
62.5
16.7
100.0

PupilZteacher Ratio
15:1 or Less
16:1 to 20:1
21:1 and Above
Total

38
19
15
72

52.8
26.4
20.8
100.0

Sampling Procedures
The simple random sampling procedure was utilized in this investigation.

First,

states within the target population were identified by the researcher and were invited to
participate in the study. Twelve states accepted the invitation and, thus, were accepted- as
the target population. Second, districts within the target population were identified by the
researcher.

Finally, high schools within the target population were identified by the

researcher. Once high schools were identified, their names were assigned a sample code.
Those high schools with at least 29.5% African American and at least 65% lower-income
students were chosen by using a table o f random numbers. The simple random sampling
procedure ensured that each high school in the participating states would have an equal
chance of being selected for participation in this empirical investigation.
Further, the NEA Small-Sampling Formula was utilized to draw representative
samples for this study. This procedure allows the researcher an opportunity to assess the
minimum number o f high schools needed for this empirical study. The general formula for
the NEA Small Sampling Formula is:
N = [ X2 (nii)(l-ii)] / [d2 (n-1) + X2 ii(l-ii)] where:
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N =

the required sample size;

X2 = the table value o f Chi Square for one degree o f freedom and
the desired confidence level;
n =

the population size;

ii =

the population which is desired to estimate (.50 gives the
minimum sample size); and

d~ = the degree o f accuracy experienced as a population —i.e,
Alpha level (NEA, 1980).
Instrumentation
The State Demographic Data Survey (Higgins Survey Appendix D) was the data
collection instrument used in this investigation. The Higgins survey was developed by the
researcher, since there existed no standardized instrument appropriate to the purpose o f
topic under investigation. Further, this instrument was divided into two major sections.
The first section consisted of three (3) items, while the second section consisted o f nine
(9) socio-demographic items.
The participants in this survey were asked to check one of the two fixed alternative
expressions: Yes, No. The alternative expressions were assigned the following weight
(score) for the purpose o f analysis: yes = 1; and no = 2.
In Section One, items one, two, and three were scored one (1) for a yes response
and two (2) for a no response. Additionally, items six and ten were scored one (1) for
urban and two (2) for rural. Items four and five was scored one (1) for below 200; two
(2) for above 201 and below 500; three (3) for above 501 and below 800; four (4) for
above 801 and below 1100; and five (5) for above 1101. Item seven was scored one (1)
for large; two (2) for average; and three (3) for small. Items eight and ten were scored
one(l) for Hispanic; two (2) for White; three (3) for Black; four (4) for Asian; and five (5)
for Other. Item nine was scored one (I) for male; and two (2) for female. Item twelve
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was scored one (I) for below $4,000; two (2) for above 54,001 and below S6.000; three
(3) for above $6,001 and below $8,000; four (4) for above 58,001 and below 510,000;
and five (5) for above 510,001. Item thirteen was scored one (1) for below S10,000, two
(2) for above 510,001 and below S100,000; and three (3) for above 5100,001. Inasmuch
as this survey consisted of socio-demographic items, the scoring 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 does
represent a sequence as well as categories.
Validity and Reliability
For the purpose of establishing validity, the Higgins Survey (Appendix D) was
submitted to a group of authorities in testing, research and development, and in public
school administration. The researcher wanted to determine the extent to which the items
(content) measured the observations under investigation. All members of the panel were
asked to assess the validity of each item according to their responses to the instrument, by
using a scale of one to three, with one meaning the statement was not valid, two meaning
the respondent was unsure, and three meaning the statement was valid and measured what
it was supposed to measure. Subsequent to this several revisions, all panel experts agreed
that the instrument was valid. A mean score o f 2.80 was computed from the validation
sheets. Thus, the instrument was adjudged to have excellent content validity. Reliability
cannot be established from socio-demographic measures which, in turn, yield qualitative
data.
Data-Collection Procedures
The investigator mailed a letter (Appendix A) to the states education agencies of
all 20 targeted states that administer standardized, mandatory competency examinations
(EXIT EXAMS) to high school students as a requirement for graduation (Appendix A).
The researcher requested their participation in the study.

The letter indicated the

importance and scope o f the investigation. Later, letters of endorsement (Appendix B)
were received from superintendents of schools in the twelve (12) states comprising the
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sample population. Afterward, the Higgins’ Survey was administered. Once a letter of
endorsement was received, the researcher mailed the Higgins Survey to that sample
population. Self-addressed, stamped envelopes were provided for return of the survey to
the researcher.

The completed surveys were then logged and manually examined for

errors and inconsistencies. Those surveys not completed properly were discarded from
the sample population. Moreover, the data from the surveys were subsequently coded by
the researcher. The codes were then entered into a computerized population system. The
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSSX version) was used to treat the data.

Independent and Dependent Variables
After conducting an in-depth review o f the related literature,

the researcher

identified the independent variables for this study as type of school, school location,
district wealth, size of the school, race o f school principal, gender o f school principal,
expenditure per student and student/teacher ratio. These variables were assumed to have
some effect on the dependent variable — the academic performances o f high school
African American and lower-income students with regard to mathematics, reading, and
writing on standardized exit examinations.
Statistical Analysis
Inasmuch as the instruments for this study yielded both qualitative and quantitative
data, the researcher parametric statistical technique. The parametric procedure used in
this study was the One-way Analysis o f Variance.

According to Kerlinger (1986),

Analysis o f Variance (ANOVA) is a statistical technique which allows the researcher an
opportunity to analyze the independent effects o f one independent variable on dependent
variables.
Moreover, if a difference was found between the sample means, the researcher
utilized the Scheffe Procedure, a follow-up test which is used to determine whether the
difference between sample means is significant, or whether it can be due to random
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sampling fluctuation (Jurs and Zoski, 1990). Finally, all of the hypotheses formulated for
this study were tested at the .05 level or better.
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
This purpose of this study was to examine differences in the academic
performances of African American and lower-income students on state standardized,
mandatory competency examinations relative to the independent variables type of school,
school location, district wealth, size o f school, race o f school principal, and gender of
school principal, expenditure per student, and student/teacher ratio with regards to the
dependent variables: mathematics, reading, and writing. The specific questions examined
for this study were:
1-

Does the type of school affect the academic performances o f African
American and lower-income students on the mathematics, reading, and
writing sections o f state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations?

2.

Does the school’s location affect the academic performances o f African
American and lower-income students on the mathematics, reading, and
writing sections of state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations?

3.

Does district wealth affect the academic performances o f African
American and lower-income students on the mathematics, reading, and
writing sections of state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations?

4.

Does the size of the school affect the academic performances o f African
American and lower-income students on the mathematics, reading, and
writing sections of state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations?
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5.

Does the race o f the school principal affect the academic performances of
African American and lower-income students on the mathematics, reading,
and writing sections of state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations?

6.

Does the gender of the school principal affect the academic performances
of African American and lower-income students on the mathematics,
reading, and writing sections o f state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations?

7.

Does the expenditure per student affect the academic performances of
African American and lower-income students on the mathematics, reading,
and writing sections of state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations?

S.

Does the student/teacher ratio affect the academic performances of African
American and lower-income students on the mathematics, reading, and .
writing sections o f state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations?

The population for this study consisted of twelve (12) states that agreed to
participate in the study (of the twenty [20] states that conducted standardized, mandatory
competency testing as a requirement for high school graduation [Exit Exams]). From this
population, the sample population chosen consisted o f 72 high schools located in the
school districts/parishes o f the twelve (12) participating states.
The data analysis was accomplished in two major phases. The first phase dealt
with demographic profiles of the participants in the study as summarized in Table 1. The
second phase consisted of testing the null hypotheses formulated for the study.
Summarized in Tables 2 through 18 are the effects o f the type o f school, school location,
district wealth, size o f school, gender of school principal, and race of school principal,
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expenditure per student, and student/teacher ratio on the academic performances o f
African American and lower-income students in mathematics, reading, and writing. The
data analysis for this study was accomplished through the application o f the One-way
Analysis o f Variance and the Scheffe Post Hoc test. Ail hypotheses were tested at the .05
alpha level or better.
Analysis of Hypotheses

H or:

There is no significant difference between the mean academic
performances o f African American and lower-income students on
the mathematics, reading, and writing sections on state
standardized, mandatory competency examinations by type of
school.

Revealed in Table 2 are the One-way Analysis of Variance results relative to the
type o f school that African American and lower-income students attended •and their
academic performances on standardized, mandatory competency examinations in
mathematics, reading, and writing scores. The differences in the obtained mathematics
scores (F = 2.1994, df = 1/70, P > .05), reading scores (F = 3.1930, df = 1/70, P > .05),
and writing scores (F = 2.9927, df = 1/70, P > .05) were found not to be significant at the
.05 alpha level. Accordingly, Hypothesis One was accepted.
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Table 2
Analysis of Variance for Academic Performance Scores of African Am erican and
________________Lower-incom e Students by the Type of School________________
Academic
Performance
Mathematics
Between
Within
Total
Reading
Between
Within
Total

df

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Squares

1
70
71

2849154.719
90681240.60
93530395.32

1
70
71

1
70
71

F

P

2849154.719
1295446.294

2.1994

.1426

4249989.719
93172209.60
97422199.32

4249989.719
1331031.566

3.1930

.0783

4182755.844
97835496.16
102018252.0

4182755.844
1397649.945

2.9927

.0880

Writing
Between
Within
Total

H o2:

There is no significant difference between the mean academic
performances o f African American and lower-income students on the
mathematics, reading, and writing sections on state standardized,

____________ mandatory competency examinations by school location.
Reported in Table 3 are the Analysis o f Variance results regarding the location of
schools attended by African American and lower-income students and their academic
performance scores on state standardized, mandatory competency examinations in
mathematics, reading, and writing. The differences in the obtained mathematics scores
(F= 6.1249, df = 1/70, p < .05), reading scores (F = 7.6303, df = 1/70, P < .01), and
writing scores (F = 6.4895, df = 1/70, P < .01) were found to be significant at the .05 and
.01

levels,

respectively.

Therefore,

Hypothesis

Two

was

not

accepted.

Further analysis utilizing the mean results, revealed that African American and
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lower-income students attending schools in urban areas scored significantly higher on the
mathematics, reading, and writing sections of state standardized, mandatory' competency
examinations than did their counterparts attending schools in rural areas. See Tabies 4. 5,
and 6 for these results.
Table 3
Analysis of Variance for Academic Performance Scores of African American and
_________________ Lower-income Students by School Location_________________
Academic
Performance

df

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Squares

Mathematics
Between
Within
Total

1
70
71

7525290.657 7525290.657
86005104.66 1228644.352
93530395.32

6.1249

or
Between
Within
Total

1
70
71

9575597.133 9575597.133
87846602.19 1254951.460
97422199.32

7.6303 '

.0073**

1
70
71

8655456.350 8655456.350
93362795.65 1333754.224
102018252.0

6.4895

.0131**

F

P

.0158*

Writing
Between
Within
Total

* Significant at the .05 level
** Significant at the .01 level
Table 4
Mean Differences Between Mathematics Scores of African American and
Lower-income Students in Urban and Rural Schools
School Location

Mean

Urban
Rural
*Highest mean

903.30*
254.46
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Table 5
M ean Difference Between Reading Scores of African American and Lower-Income
Students in Urban and Rural Schools
School Location

Mean

Urban
Rural

1020.61*
288.69

♦Highest Mean
Table 6
Mean Differences Between Writing Scores of African American and Lower-income
Students in Urban and Rural Schools
School Location

Mean

Urban
Rural

987.42*
291.56

♦Highest Mean

H o3:

There is no significant difference between the mean academic
performances o f African American and lower-income students on
the mathematics, reading, and writing sections on state
standardized, mandatory competency examinations by district
wealth.

Included in Table 7 are the Analysis o f Variance findings with regard to district
wealth o f schools attended by African American and lower-income students and their
academic performance on state standardized, mandatory competency examinations in
mathematics, reading, and writing. Statistically significant differences were found in the
obtained mathematics scores (F = 3.8737, df = 2/69, p < .05), reading scores (F = 4.9451,
d f = 2/69, P < .01), and writing scores (F = 5.6716, d f = 2/69, P < .01) o f African
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American and lower-income students with respect to district wealth. Thus. Hypothesis
Three was not accepted.
Further analysis o f the data using the SchefFe Post Hoc assessment at the .05 level
o f significance, as shown in Tables 8, 9, and 10, revealed that African American and
lower-income students enrolled in school districts with high district wealth exhibited
significantly higher scores in mathematics, reading, and writing on state standardized,
mandatory competency examinations than did their peers from school districts with low
district wealth. No other mean differences were observed.

There were no significant

difference between High-Medium and Medium-Low in either mathematics, reading, or
writing.
Table 7
Analysis of Variance for Academic Performance Scores of African American and
_________________ Lower-income Students by District Wealth_________________
Academic
Performance
Mathematics
Between
Within
Total

df

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Squares

2
69
71

9441642.015
S4088753.30
93530395.32

4720821.007
1218677.584

3.8737

.0254*

Reading
Between
Within
Total

2
69
71

12213577.82
85208621.49
97422199.32

6106788.912
1234907.558

4.9451

.0098**

2
14403432.14
Between
Within
69
87614819.86
71
Total
102018252.0
* significant at the .05 level
** significant at the .01 level

7201716.069
1269779.998

5.6716

.0052**

F

P

Writing
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Table 8
SchefFe Results Among African American and Lower-income Students by District
Wealth: Mathematics Scores
x

,
High

X2
Medium

1257.53

345.18

1257.53
345.18

Observed
Mean Difference

ScheflV
Critical Value

912.35

1081.63

371.15

886.38*

811.22

371.15

-25.97

896.84

X3
Low

*Significant at the .05 level

Table 9
SchefFe Results Among African American and Lower-income Students by District
____________________ Wealth: Reading Scores__________________________
X,
High

X2
Medium

1426.27

371.91

1426.27
371.91

Observed
Mean Difference

SchefFe
Critical Value

1054.36

1088.81

422.91

1003.36*

816.61

422.91

-51.00

902.80

X 3

Low

* Significant at the .05 level
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Table 10
Scheffe Results Among African American and Lower-income Students by District
Wealth: Writing Scores

xt
High

*2
Medium

1481.80

418.82

1481.80
418.82

Observed
Mean Difference

Scheffe
Critical Value

1062.98

1104.07

372.22

1109.58*

828.06

372.22

46.60

915.45

X3
Low

* Significant at the .05 level

H o4:

There is no significant difference between the mean academic
performances of African American and lower-income students on the
mathematics, reading, and writing sections on state standardized,
mandatory competency examinations by size of the school.

Indicated in Table 11 are the Analysis of Variance results concerning the size o f
the school attended by African American and lower-income students and their academic
performances on state standardized, mandatory competency examinations in mathematics,
reading, and writing.

The differences in the obtained mathematics scores (F=3.7279,

df=2/69, p<05), reading scores (F = 3.6383, df = 2/69, p < .05) and writing scores (F=
3.3594, df = 2/69, p < .05) were found to be significant at the 0.05 level. Based on these
analyses, Hypothesis Four was not accepted.
Further analysis employing the Scheffe follow-up test at the .05 level o f
significance, as presented in Tables 12, 13, and 14, revealed that African American and
lower-income students enrolled at large-size schools performed better in mathematics,
reading, and writing than did their peers enrolled at small-size schools.
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Table 11
Analysis of Variance for Academic Performance Scores of African American and
__________
Lower-income Students by Size of the School___________
Academic
Performance

df

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Squares

Mathematics
Between
Within
Total

2
69
71

9120932.342
84409462.98
93530395.32

4560466.171 3.7279
1223325.550

.0290*

Reading
Between
Within
Total

2
69
71

9293779.766
88128419.55
97422199.32

4646889.883 3.6983
1277223.472

.0315*

2
69
71

9052393.333
92965858.67
102018252.0

452619.667 3.3594
1347331.285

.0405*

F

P

Writing
Between
Within
Total

* Significant at the .05 ievel
Table 12
Scheffe Results Among African American and Lower-income Students by Size of
School: Mathematics Scores
x,
Large
1337.25
1337.25

*2

X 3

Average

Small

Observed
Mean Difference

Scheffe
Critical Value

356.77
356.77

838
980.48*
142.48

1013.70
856.74
766.29

499.25

499.25
* Significant at the .05 level
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Table 13
Scheffe Results Among African American and Lower-income Students by Size of
___________________ School: Reading Scores__________________________
X2
Average

Large
1404.42
1404.42

X3
Small

Observed
Mean Difference

Scheffe
Critical Value

411.59
411.59

780.42
992.83*
211.91

1035.79
875.41
782.99

623.50
623.50

* Significant at the .05 level

Table 14
Scheffe Results Among African American and Lower-income Students by Size of
School: Writing Scores
x i
Large

X2
Average

1373.83
1373.83

632.00
632.00

X3
Small

Observed
Mean Difference

Scheffe
Critical Value

394.50
394.50

741.83
979.33*
237.50

1063.84
899.11
804.19

* Significant at the .05 level

H o5:

There is no significant difference between the mean academic
performances of African American and lower-income students on the
mathematics, reading, and writing sections on state standardized,
mandatory competency examinations by race of the school principal.

Indicated in Table 15 are the Analysis of Variance results regarding the race o f the
school principals at schools attended by African American and lower-income students and
their academic performances on state standardized, mandatory competency examinations
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in mathematics, reading, and writing.

No differences were found in the obtained

mathematics scores (F = .2300, df = 2/69, P > .05), reading scores (F = .3182, d f = 2/69,
P > .05) and writing scores (F = .3737, df = 2/69, P > .05) at the .05 level. Consequently,
Hypothesis Five was accepted.
Table 15
Analysis of Variance for Academic Performance Scores of African American and
_____________Lower-income Students by Race of School Principal_____________
Academic
Performance
Mathematics
Between
Within
Total

df

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Squares

2
69
71

619362.9858
92911032.33
93530395.32

309681.4929
1346536.700

Reading
Between
Within
Total

2
69
71

890328.5193
96531870.80
97422199.32

445164.2596
1399012.620

2
69
71

1093257.568
100924994.4
102018252.0

546628.7839
1462681.079

F

P

.2300

.7952

.3182

.7285
♦

Writing
Between
Within
Total

Ho6:

.3737

.6896

There is no significant difference between the mean academic
performance o f African American and lower-income students on the
mathematics, reading, and writing sections on state standardized,
mandatory competency examinations by gender o f the school principal.

Presented in Table 16 are the Analysis o f Variance results with respect to the
gender of the principal at the schools attended by African American and lower-income
students and their academic performances on state competency examinations in
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mathematics, reading, and writing. Statistically significant differences were not found in
the obtained mathematics scores (F = .5988, df = 1/70, P > .05), reading scores (F =
.6352, d f = 1/70, P > .05), and writing scores (F = .4245, d f = 1/70, P > .05) o f African
American and lower-income students by the gender of school principals at the .05 level.
Accordingly, Hypothesis Six was accepted.
Table 16
Analysis of Variance for Academic Performance Scores of African American and
____________ Lower-income Students by Gender of School Principal____________
Academic
Performance
Mathematics
Between
Within
Total
Reading
Between
Within
Total
Writing
Between
Within
Total

H o7:

df

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Squares

1
70
71

793288.8423
92737106.48
93530395.32

79388.8423 .5988
1324815.807

.4416

1
70
71

876103.8983
96546095.42
97422199.32

876103.8983 .6352
1379229.935

.4281

I
70
71

614960.7536
101403291.2
102018252

614960.7536 .4245
1448618.446

.5168

F

P

There is no significant difference between the mean academic
performances of African American and lower-income students on the
mathematics, reading, and writing sections on state standardized,
mandatory competency examinations by expenditure per student.

Enclosed in Table 17 are the Analysis of Variance results pertaining to the
academic performances of African American and lower-income students by the
expenditure per student. The differences in the mathematics scores (F=2.845S, df=2/69,
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P>.05), reading scores (F = 2.5464, df = 2/69, P > .05), and writing scores (F = 2.3163,
d f = 2/69, P > .05) were not found to be significant at the .05 level. Thus, Hypothesis
Seven was accepted.
Table 17

Analysis of Variance for Academic Performance Scores of African American and
Lower-income Students by Expenditure per Student
Academic
Performance
iMathematics
Between
Within
Total
Reading
Between
Within
Total

df

Sum of
Squares

M ean
Squares

2
69
71

7127099.558
86403295.76
93530395.32

3563549.779 2.8458
1252221.678

.0649

2
69
71

6696370.675
90725828.64

3348185.338 2.5464
1314867.082

.0857

2
69
71

6418557.200
95599694.800
102018252.000

3209278.600 2.3163
1385502.823

.1063

F

P

Writing
Between
Within
Total

H o8:

There is no significant difference between the mean academic
performances of African American and lower-income students on the
mathematics, reading, and writing sections on state standardized,
mandatory competency examinations by student/teacher ratio.

Presented in Table 18 are the Analysis o f Variance results with respect to the
student/teacher ratio at schools attended by African American and lower-income students
and their academic performances on state standardized, mandatory competency
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examinations. No differences were found in the obtained mathematics scores (F = .2670.
df = 2/69, P > .05), reading scores (F = .2738, d f = 2/69, P > .05), and writing scores (F =
.2984, d f = 2/69, P > .05) o f African American and lower-income students on state
standardized, mandatory competency examinations.

Therefore, Hypothesis Eight was

accepted.
Table 18
Analysis of Variance for Academic Performance Scores of African American and
______________ Lower-income Students by Student/teacher Ratio______________
Academic
Performance
Mathematics
Between
Within
Total
Reading
Between
Within
Total

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Squares

2
69
71

718267.9651
92812127.35

359133.9825 .2670
1345103.295

.7665

2
69
71

766986.2177
96655213.10
97422199.32

383493.1088 .2738
1400800.190

.7613

2
69
71

874737.5877
101143514.4
102018252.0

437368.7939 .2984
1465848.035

.7430

df

F

P

Writing
Between
Within
Total

Summary of Hypotheses
Eight major hypotheses were tested in this investigation. All eight were tested for
differences in the influence of the independent variables type of school, school location,
district wealth, size of school, race o f school principal, gender o f school principal,
expenditure per student, and student/teacher ratio on the academic performances of
African American and lower-income students with respect to the dependent variables:
mathematics, reading, and writing.

Hypotheses Two (school location), Three (district

wealth), and Four (size o f school) were found to be significant.

The remaining five
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Hypotheses -- One (type o f school). Five (race of school principal), Six (gender o f school
principal, Seven (expenditure per student), and Eight (student/teacher ratio) — were found
to be non-significant.
With reference to Hypothesis Two, the variable school location had some effect on
the academic performances o f African American and lower-income students. To be sure,
African American and lower-income students enrolled in high schools in urban areas
performed better in mathematics, reading, and writing than did those African American
and lower-income students enrolled in rural area high schools .
Additionally, with regards to Hypothesis Three, the variable district wealth did
produce a significant effect on the academic performances of African American and
lower-income students. Specifically, those African American and lower-income students
from more wealthy districts (budgets over 100 million dollars) scored significantly higher
on the mathematics, reading, and writing sections o f state standardized, mandatory
competency examinations than did their peers from poorer school districts (budgets of 50
million dollars or less).
Finally, the results from Hypothesis Four revealed that size o f school significantly
impacted the academic performances of African American and lower-income high school
students.

Based on the aforementioned findings, African American and lower-income

students from large size schools exhibited higher academic performances in mathematics,
reading, and writing on state standardized, mandatory competency examinations than did
their counterparts from smaller size schools.
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Table 19
Summary of Hypotheses
Hypotheses

df

Ho,:

F

P

Null Hypotheses
Not accepted/Accepted

Type of School
Mathematics
Reading
Writing

1/70
1/70
1/70

Ho; :

2.1994
3.1930
2.9927

.1426
.0783
.0880

Accepted
Accepted
Accepted

School Location
Mathematics
Reading
Writing

1/70
1/70
1/70

Ho3:

6.1249*
7.6303**
6.4895**

0.158
.0073
.0131

N ot accepted
Not accepted
Not accepted

District Wealth
Mathematics
Reading
Writing

2/69
2/69
2/69

H o4:

3.8737
4.9451
5.6716

.0254*
.0098**
.0052**

Not accepted
Not accepted
Not accepted

.0290*
.0315*
.0405*

N ot accepted
Not accepted
Not accepted

Size of School
Mathematics
Reading
Writing

2/69
2/69
2/69

H o5:

3.7279
3.6383
3.3594

Gender of Principal
Mathematics
Reading
Writing

2/69
2/69
2/69

H o6:

.2300
.3182
.3737

.7952
.7285
.6896

Accepted
Accepted
Accepted

Race of Principal
Mathematics 1/70
1/70
Reading
Writing
1/70
Significant at the .05 level
Significant at the .01 level

.5988
.6352
.4245

.4416
.4281
.5168

Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
(table continues)
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Hypotheses

df

Ho7:

F

p

Null Hypotheses
Not Accepted/Accepted

Expenditure Per Student
Mathematics
Reading
Writing

2/69
2/69
2/69

Hos:

2.8458
2.5464
2.3163

.0649
.0857
.1063

Accepted
Accepted
Accepted

Student/Teacher Ratio
Mathematics 2/69
Reading
2/69
Writing
2/69
Significant at the .05 level
Significant at the .01 level

.2670
.2738
.2984

.7665
.7613
.7430

Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose o f this study was to examine the differences in the academic
performances of African American and lower-income high school students on state
standardized, mandatory competency examinations as related to the independent variables:
type of school, school location, district wealth, size of school race of school principal,
gender o f school principal, expenditure per student, and student/teacher ratio on their
academic performance with regard to dependent variables mathematics, reading, and
writing.
An Ex-Post Facto Research Design was employed to collect and analyze data for
this study. Seventy-two high schools from 12 states were randomly selected to participate
in this investigation. The State Demographic Data Survey (Higgins Survey) was used to
gather demographic data. The instrument was adjudged to have excellent content validity
by a group of experts in the fields o f testing, research, and statistics. Finally, data were
tested through application o f the One-way Analysis of Variance and through the Scheffe
follow-up test, the latter used where significant differences were found. The following
null hypotheses were tested at the .05 level or better:
HO[:

There

is

no

significant

difference

between

the

mean

academic

performances o f African American and lower-income students on the
mathematics, reading,

and writing sections on

state

standardized,

mandatory competency examinations by type o f school.
Ho2:

There

is

no

significant

difference

between

the

mean

academic

performances o f African American and lower-income students on the

99
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mathematics, reading, and

writing sections on

state standardized,

mandatory competency examinations by school location.
H o3:

There

is no

significant

difference between

the mean

academic

performances of African American and lower-income students on the
mathematics, reading,

and

writing sections on state

standardized,

mandatory competency examinations by district wealth.
H o4:

There

is no

significant

difference between

the mean

academic

performances of African American and lower-income students on the
mathematics,

reading, and

writing sections on

state standardized,

mandatory competency examinations by size of the school.
Hos:

There

is no

significant

difference between

the mean

academic -

performances of African American and lower-income students on the
mathematics,

reading, and

writing sections on

state standardized,

mandatory competency examinations by race of the school principal.
H o6:

There

is no

significant

difference between

the mean

academic

performances of African American and lower-income students on the
mathematics,

reading, and

writing sections on

state standardized,

mandatory competency examinations by gender of the school principal.
H o7:

There

is no

significant

difference between

the mean

academic

performances of African American and lower-income students on the
mathematics,

reading, and

writing sections on

state standardized,

mandatory competency examinations by expenditure per student.
Hos:

There

is no

significant

difference between

the mean

academic

performances of African American and lower-income students on the
mathematics,

reading, and

writing sections on

state standardized,

mandatory competency examinations by student/teacher ratio.
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Summary o f the Findings
Based on the results derived from the statistical analyses o f this study, the
researcher obtained the following major findings:
1.

The variable type o f schools (minority and non-minority) did not produce a

significant effect on the obtained mathematics, reading, and writing scores of African
American and lower-income high school students on state standardized, mandatory
competency examinations.
2.

For the variable school location (urban, and rural), significant differences

were found which revealed that African American and lower-income high school students
from schools located in urban areas performed significantly better on mathematics,
reading, and writing sections on state standardized, mandatory competency examination
than did their peers from schools located in rural areas.
3.

For the variable district wealth (high, medium, and low), significant

differences were found which indicated that African American and lower-income students
from highly wealthy high schools scored significantly higher on the mathematics, reading,
and writing sections on state standardized, mandatory competency examinations than did
their peers from not-so-wealthy high schools.
4.

For the variable size o f school (large, average, and small), significant

differences were found which indicated that African American and iower-income students
from large size high schools performed significantly better on the mathematics, reading,
and writing sections on state standardized, mandatory competency examinations than did
those peers from small size schools.
5.

The variable race o f the principal (White, Black. Hispanic, and other) did

not produce a significant effect on African American and lower-income high school
students’ performances on state standardized, mandatory competency examinations in
mathematics, reading, and writing scores.
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6.

The variable gender o f the principal (male and female) did not produce a

significant effect on the academic performances o f African American and lower-income
students on state standardized, mandatory competency examinations in mathematics,
reading, and writing scores.
7.

The variable expenditure per student did not produce a significant effect on

the mathematics, reading, and writing scores o f African American and lower-income
students on state standardized, mandatory competency examinations.
8.

The variable student/teacher ratio did not produce a significant effect on

African American and lower-income high school students in mathematics, reading, and
writing scores on state standardized, mandatory competency examinations.
Discussion
One o f the most interesting findings of the present study was the overall academic
performances in mathematics, reading, and writing o f urban African American and
•lower-income high school students.

African American and lower-income urban high

school students consistently demonstrated higher scores on state standardized, mandatory
competency examinations than did their rural counterparts. These findings do not coincide
with those o f Mclntire and Marion (1989) and Jewell (1993). These researchers found
that a school’s location, especially if it were in urban areas, had a negligible effect on the
academic achievement of students.

One plausible explanation for the current findings

might be that, even though inequity o f school funds often exists within urban districts,
those funds that urban districts do receive are probably more than the funds most rural
districts receive. This allows urban districts to provide more of the resources necessary to
enhance the academic performances o f students in urban areas.
Another noteworthy finding o f the present study pertained to the significant
influence o f the variable school size on the academic performances o f African American
and lower-income high school students.

To be sure, students enrolled in large high
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schools did significantly better than did those in small

high schools. The influence of

school size on academic achievement was supported by the work of Mclntire and Marion
(1989), Howley (1996), and Howley and Eckman (1997).

However, all the above

researchers found that students at small size schools did significantly better academically
than did those at large size schools. A reasonable explanation for the prevailing findings
might be that in the large size schools more funds are being allocated on the basis o f the
percentage of students passing state standardized examinations than in small size schools.
Perhaps, the most significant as well as the most controversial finding o f the
present study was the significant influence which the variable district wealth had on the
academic achievement o f African American and lower-income students. These findings
were favorable to those o f Moreau and Mclntire (1995) and Forbes (1993). Moreau and
Mclntire also found a significant relationship existed between district wealth and academic
achievement o f students. A reason for the current finding might be that wealthy school
districts have more money to spend on quality resources that enhance the overall academic
performances o f their African American and lower-income students.
Another interesting finding o f the current study was the lack o f significant
influence which the variable teacher/student ratio had on the academic performance o f
students. One possible explanation might be that because rich schools have money to hire
many teachers, student/teacher ratios are kept low; and in poor and small schools the
enrollments are low, a fact which causes the teacher/student ratios to be low also. Finally,
another interesting finding o f the current study was the lack of significant influence which
the variable expenditure per student had on the academic performances o f students. To be
sure, disparities in expenditure per student exist in public education; however, the
magnitude o f the relationship between rich and poor schools is often reduced, due to the
small class size in the poor and rural schools. In rich schools, the class sizes are also small
but despite the lower expenditures for poor schools, these poor schools still have the
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lowest student/teacher ratios. These findings are consistent with those o f Moreau and
Mclntire (1995) and Hirth and Mitchell (1995). On the other hand, these findings did not
correlate with those by Boozer and Rouse (1995) and O’Neil (1994).
Conclusions
Based on the findings o f this research endeavor, the investigator concluded the
following:
1.

African American and lower-income high school students perform equally
well in mathematics, reading, and writing on state standardized, mandatory
competency examinations regardless o f the type of school.

2.

African American and lower-income high school students in urban schools
perform better academically in the mathematics, reading, and writing than
do their peers

in rural schools on state standardized, mandatory

competency examinations.
3.

African American and lower-income students enrolled in high schools in
the wealthy districts perform better in mathematics, reading, and writing
on state standardized, mandatory competency examinations.

4.

African American and lower-income high school students from large size
schools consistently performed better on state standardized, mandatory
competency examinations in mathematics, reading, and writing.

5.

African American and lower-income high school students perform equally
well in mathematics, reading, and writing on state standardized, mandatory
competency examinations regardless o f the gender of the school’s principal

6.

African American and lower-income high school students performed well
academically in mathematics, reading, and writing on state standardized,
mandatory competency examinations, regardless of the race o f the school’s
principal.
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7.

African American and lower-income high school students perform well in
mathematics, reading, and writing on state standardized, mandatory
competency examinations, regardless of the expenditure per student.

8.

African American and lower-income high school students perform equally
well in mathematics, reading, and writing on state standardized, mandatory
competency examinations inspite o f the teacher/student ratio.

Recommendations for the Field of Curriculum and Instruction
The following recommendations are offered to Curriculum and Instruction
educators for their consideration regarding the testing environment.
1.

Educators, especially those employed in urban

school districts, should

consider the effects o f school location and school size upon the academic
performances o f African American and lower-income high school students.
2.

Educators should be cognizant of the significant impact o f a school
district’s wealth on the academic performances o f African American and
lower-income high school students. Specifically, those educators who are
not employed in wealthy districts should invest more time developing
teaching strategies so as to enhance the academic achievement of their
students.

3.

Educators should understand the impact o f such personal variables as
gender and race on the academic performances o f African American and
lower-income students on standardized examinations. A greater awareness
of these types o f variables will assist educators in their attempts to identify
those students who might need more academic attention.

4.

Educators should become aware o f the relationship between school level
variables and the academic performances o f not only African American and
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lower-income students, but o f all students, notwithstanding of
socio-economic status, race or ethnicity.
5.

Educators should support all effort to reduce student/teacher ratios to their
lowest; level especially for those students who have a history o f poor
performances on standardized examinations.

While this study finds no

significant relationship, the related literature supports the fact that students
in small classes do better academically than do those in larger classes.
6.

Educators should support all legislative efforts to increase funds to improve
the academic curricula (mathematics, reading, and writing programs) for
African American and lower-income students.

7.

Curriculum specialists should be aware of the innovative instructional
technology that is available and which has been proven effective in
enhancing the academic performances o f African American and
lower-income students in mathematics, reading, and writing.

8.

Educators, especially those responsible for developing curricula should be
cognizant of the special needs o f some minority students. An understanding
of these needs can be addressed in the curriculum development so as to
enhance these students’ chance o f successfully passing the mathematics,
reading, and writing sections on standardized examinations.

Recommendations for Further Study
To extend the findings of this study, the researcher recommends that:
1.

A follow-up study be conducted using school districts in all regions of the
United States. Such a study can provide additional data on the effects of
organizational and personal variables on the academic performances of
African American and lower-income students on state standardized,
mandatory competency examinations.
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A study be conducted to compare and contrast the academic performances
o f African American students with other minority and non-minority
students on state standardized, mandatory competency examinations.
A study be done to examine those organizational, social, and psychological
factors which influence the academic performances o f African American
and lower-income students on state standardized, mandatory competency
examinations.
4.

A study be conducted to compare and contrast the academic performances
o f the total number o f African American and lower-income students taking
state standardized, mandatory competency examinations to determine their
passing rates.

5.

This study be replicated to examine the differences that might exist
between states/districts and high schools on standardized, mandatory'
competency examinations.

6.

A study be conducted to examine the differences that might exist as a result
o f the influence o f federal and/or local incentive programs on
standardized, mandatory competency examinations.

7.

A study be conducted to examine the differences that might exist between
accountability policies of school districts and of standardized, mandatory
competency examinations.

8.

A study be conducted to examine the differences that might exist between
the influence o f the monetary gains on schools and their students’ academic
performances on standardized, mandatory competency examinations.

9.

A study be conducted to examine how the dollars are used in rich districts
and how' the dollars are spent in poor districts.
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(713) 313-7011

August 10,1997

CEN TER F O B TH E D EVELOPM ENT ANO
STUDY O f EFFEC TIV E PEDAGOGY
FOB AFRICAN AMERICAN LEARN EBS (C-PALJ
(7 I 3 1 3 l 3 - 7aCS

Mr. Gene Wilhoit
Director
Arkansas Department o f Education
General Education Division Room 304 A
Four State Capitol Mall
Little Rock, A R . 72201-1071
Dear Ms Wilhoit:
In an attempt to conduct research on the accountability and testing programs in the educational
systems o f the United States, it has been determined from the Education Commission o f the States
(ECS) Clearinghouse publications that your state administers a test to determine students who are
eligible for high school graduation.
Therefore, this letter is twofold: (1) We would like to obtain your permission to use whatever
disaggregate group data you may have on the students in your state. (2) We would also like for
you to identify a person in your agency that we can communicate with in obtaining these data.
The title o f my dissertation is “The Performance o f African American and Lower-income
Students on Standardized Tests. This study will examine the academic performance o f African
American and lower-income students in high schools who have taken state’s mandated tests.
Specifically, I will be concerned with the results o f the high school students’ 1996 -1997 academic
performance on state mandatory competency tests.
This effort would simply mean filling out a brief questionnaire and providing me with cumulative
test data from students at the high school level in your state.
Sincerely,

Mavis R. Green
Approved:
Dean of the Colle

Chairman of Dissertation Committee
PLEASE RETURN TO:
M. R. Green
12926 Broncroft Ct.
Houston, Texas 77044
AN E Q U A L E D U C A T IO N A L O P P O R T U N I T Y IN S T IT U T IO N
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T E X A S S O U T H E R N UN IV E R SIT Y

ill

3100 CLEBURNE AVENUE • HOUSTON. TEXAS 77004
(713) 313-7011

August 10, 1997
DEPARTM ENT O F
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
C O LLEGE O F EDUCATION

Frank T. Brogan. Commissioner of Education
Florida Department o f Education
Capitol Building, Room PL 08
Tallahassee. FL 32301
Dear Mr. Brogan:
In an attempt to conduct research on the accountability and testing programs in the educational systems of the
United States, it has been determined from the Education Commission of the States (ECS) Clearinghouse
publications that your state administers a test to determine students who are eligible for high school graduation.
Therefore, this letter is twofold; (1) we would like to obtain your permission to use whatever disaggregate group
data you may have on the students in your state: and (2) we would also like for you to identify a person in your
agency that we can communicate with in obtaining these data.
The title o f my dissertation is “The performance o f African American and lower-income students on
standardized tests. This study will examine the academic performance of African American and lower-income
students in high schools who have taken state-mandated tests. Specifically, the researcher will be concerned with
the results of the high school students’ 1996 -1997 academic performance on state mandatory competency tests.
This effort would simply mean filling out a brief questionnaire and providing the researcher with cumulative test
data from students at the high school levels in your state.

Sincerely,

J

Approved:

Dean of the College of Education

Approved:

Chairman of Dissertation Committee

PLEASE RETURN TO:
M. R. Green
1 2926 Broncroft Ct.
Houston. Texas 77044
AN

e q u a l e d u c a t io n a l

O P P O R T U N IT Y

in s t it u t io n
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(713) 313-7011

August 10, 1997
(DEPARTMENT O F
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
CO LLEG E O F EDUCATION

Dr. Suellen K. Reed, Superintendent o f Public Instruction
Indiana Department of Education
State House, Room 229
Indianapolis, IN 46204-2798
Dear Dr. Reed:
In an attem pt to conduct research on the accountability a n d testing programs in the educational systems of the
United States, it has been determined from the Education Commission of the States (ECS) Clearinghouse
publications that your state administers a test to determine students who are eligible for high school graduation.
Therefore, this letter is twofold (1) we would like to obtain your permission to use whatever disaggregate group
data you may have on the students in your state; and (2) we would also like for you to identify a person in your
agency that we can communicate with in obtaining these data.
The title o f my dissertation is “The performance o f African American and lower-income students on
standardized tests. This study will examine the academic performance of African American and lower-income
students in high schools who have taken state-mandated tests. Specifically, the researcher will be concerned with
the results of the high school students’ 1996 -1997 academic performance on state mandatory competency tests.
This effort would simply mean filling out a brief questionnaire and providing the researcher with cumulative test
data from students at the high school levels in your state.
Sincerely,

fvfayis R. Green T

Approved:

Dean of the College of Education

Approved:

PLEASE RETURN TO:
M. R. Green
12926 Broncroft Ct.
Houston. Texas 77044
AN

eq u a l

e d u c a t io n a l o p p o r t u n it y

IN S T IT U T IO N
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3) 313-70! 1

August 10, 1997
DEPARTMENT O F
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
CO LLEGE O P EOUCATiON

Mr. Cecil J. Picard, Superintendent
Louisiana Department of Education
626 North Fourth Street
P. O. Box 94064
Baton Rouge, LA 70704-9064
Dear Mr Picard:
In an attempt to conduct research on the accountability and testing programs in the educational systems of the
United States, it has been determined from the Education Commission of the States (ECS) Clearinghouse
publications that your state administers a test to determine students who are eligible for high school graduation.
Therefore, this letter is twofold: (I) we would like to obtain your permission to use whatever disaggregate group
data you may have on the students in your state; and (2) we would also like for you to identify a person in your
agency that we can communicate with in obtaining these data.
The title of my dissertation is " The perform ance o f African American and lower-income students on
standardized tests. This study will examine the academic performance of African American and lower-income
students in high schools who have taken state-mandated tests. Specifically, the researcher will be concerned with
the results of the high school students’ 1996 -1997 academic performance on state mandatory competency tests.
This effort would simply' mean filling out a brief questionnaire and providing the researcher with cumulative test
data from students at the high school levels in your state.
Sincerely,

M avis4L.Green

Approved:
Dean of the College of Educatio:

PLEASE RETURN TO:
M. R. Green
12926 Broncroft Ct.
Houston, Texas 77044
» n EO u a l EOl C a

iiO n a l o p p o r t u n it y

in s t .t u

T iq n
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(713) 313-7011

August 10, 1997
oepa rtw entof

CURRICULUM AMO INSTRUCTION
COLLEGE

of

EDUCATION

Mr. Peter Blaise Bottini, Director
New Jersey Department o f Education
100 Riverview
Trenton, NJ 08625-0500
Dear Mr. Bottini:
In an attempt to conduct research on the accountability and testing programs in the educational systems of
the United States, it has been determined from the Education Commission of the States (ECS)
Clearinghouse publications that your state administers a test to determine students who are eligible for
high school graduation.
Therefore, this letter is twofold: (1) we would like to obtain your permission to use whatever
disaggregate group data you may have on the students in your stale: and (2) we would also like for you to
identify a person in your agency that we can communicate with in obtaining these data.
The title of my dissertation is “The performance o f African American and lower-income students on
standardized tests. This study will examine the academic performance of African American and
lower-income students in high schools who have taken state-mandated tests. Specifically, the researcher
will be concerned with the results of the high school students’ 1996 -1997 academic performance on state
mandatory competency tests.
This effort would simply mean filling out a brief questionnaire and providing the researcher with
cumulative test data from students at the high school levels in your state.
Sincerely,

Approved:
Dean of the College of Education:

.Approved:
Chairman of Dissertation Committee

PLEASE RETURN TO:
M.R. Green
12926 Broncroft Ct.
Houston, TX 77044
AN

e q u a l e d u c a t io n a l o p p o r t u n it y

in s t it u t io n
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OEPAHTVIENT O F
C V PRICUUIM AND INSTRUCTION

August 10, 1997

C O U £ G E O F EDUCATION

Dr. AJan D. Morgan, Superintendent o f Public Instruction
New Mexico Department o f Education
Education Building
300 Don Gaspar
Santa Fe, NM 87501-2786
Dear Dr Morgan:
In an attempt to conduct research on the accountability and testing programs in the educational systems of
the United States, it has been determined from the Education Commission of the States (ECS)
Clearinghouse publications that your state administers a test to determine students who are eligible for
high school graduation.
Therefore, this letter is twofold: (1) we would like to obtain your permission to use whatever
disaggregate group data you may have on the students in your state; and (2) we would also like for you to
identify- a person in your agency that we can communicate with in obtaining these data.
The title of my dissertation is “The perform ance o f African American and Unver-income students on
standardized tests. This study will examine the academic performance of African American and
lower-income students in high schools who have taken state-mandated tests. Specifically, the researcher
will be concerned with the results of the high school students’ 1996 -1997 academic performance on state
mandatory competency tests.
This effort would simply mean filling out a brief questionnaire and providing the researcher with
cumulative test data from students at the high school levels in your state.
Sincerely,

Approved: UTTvA
Dean of the College of Education

Approved: n

fiJU' *Tr

------

hairman of Dissertation Committee

PLEASE RETURN TO:
M.R. Green
12926 Broncroft Ct.
Houston, TX 77044
an

ECu a l

e d u c a t io n a l o p p o r t u n it y

in s t it u t io n
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August 10, 1997
OEPARTVIENTOP
CURRICULUM ANC INSTRUCTION
COLLEGE O P EDUCATION

Mr. Richard P. Mills, Commissioner of Education
New York Education Department
111 Education Building
Washington Avenue
Albany, NY 12234
Dear Mr. Mills:
In an attempt to conduct research on the accountability and testing programs in the educational systems of
the United States, it has been determined from the Education Commission of the States (ECS)
Clearinghouse publications that your state administers a test to determine students who are eligible for
high school graduation.
Therefore, this lener is twofold: (I) we would like to obtain your permission to use whatever
disaggregate group data you may have on the students in your state; and (2) we would also like for you to
identify a person in your agency that we can communicate with in obtaining these data.
The title of my dissertation is “The performance o f African Am erican and lower-income students on
standardized tests. This study will examine the academic performance of African American and
lower-income students in high schools who have taken state-mandated tests. Specifically, the researcher
will be concerned with the results of the high school students’ 1996 -1997 academic performance on state
mandatory competency tests.
This effort would simply mean filling out a brief questionnaire and providing the researcher with
cumulative test data from students at the high school levels in your state.
Sincerely,

Approved:

Dean of the College of Education

Approved:

{L cL is

/f

, j£ -

hairman of Dissertation Comminee

PLEASE RETURN TO:
M.R. Green
12926 Broncroft Ct.
Houston, TX 77044
a n equal
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August 10, 1997
DEPARTMENT o f
CURRICULUM AN0 INSTRUCTION
COLLEGE O F e d u c a t i o n

Mr. Bob R. Etheridge, State Superintendent o f Public Instruction
North Carolina Department of Public Instruction
Education Building
301 North Wilmington Street
Raleigh, NC 27601-2825
Dear Mr. Etheridge:
In an attempt to conduct research on the accountability and testing programs in the educational systems of
the United States, it has been determined from the Education Commission of the States (ECS)
Clearinghouse publications that your state administers a test to determine students who are eligible for
high school graduation.
Therefore, this letter is twofold: (I) we would tike to obtain your permission to use whatever
disaggregate group data you may have on the students in your state; and (2) we would also like for you to
identify- a person in your agency that we can communicate with in obtaining these data.
The title of my dissertation is “The performance o f African Am erican and Iw er-incom e students on
standardized tests. This study will examine the academic performance of African American and
lower-income students in high schools who have taken state-mandated tests. Specifically, the researcher
will be concerned with the results of the high school students’ 1996 -1997 academic performance on state
mandatory competency tests.
This effort would simply mean filling out a brief questionnaire and providing the researcher with
cumulative test data from students at the high school levels in your state.
Sincerely,

Approved:

<■

Dean of the College of Education

Approved:

Dissertatiofi Committee

PLEASE RETURN TO:
M.R. Green
12926 Broncroft Ct.
Houston, TX 77044
•n E C u a l

e d u c a t io n a l o p p o r t u n it y

in s t it u t io n
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August 10, 1997
OEPAflTUENT OF
CURRICULUM AMO INSTRUCTION
COLLEGE O F EDUCATION

Dr. John M. Goff, Superintendent of Public Instruction
Ohio Department of Education
Room 810
65 South Front Street
Columbus, OH 43215-4183
Dear Dr. Goff:

.

In an attempt to conduct research on the accountability and testing programs in the educational systems o f
the United States, it has been determined from the Education Commission of the States (ECS)
Clearinghouse publications that your state administers a test to determine students who are eligible for
high school graduation.
Therefore, this letter is twofold: (1) we would like to obtain your permission to use whatever
disaggregate group data you may have on the students in your state; 3nd (2) we would also like for you to
identify' a person in your agency that we can communicate with in obtaining these data.

The title of my dissertau'on is “The performance o f African American and lower-income students on
standardized tests. This study will examine the academic performance of African American and
lower-income students in high schools who have taken state-mandated tests. Specifically, the researcher
will be concerned with the results of the high school students’ 1996 -1997 academic performance on state
mandatory competency tests.
This effort would simply mean filling out a brief questionnaire and providing the researcher with
cumulative test data from students at the high school levels in your state.
Sincerely,

f ) -tyi

Approved:
Doan of the College of Education a

Approved:
Chairman of Dissertation Committee

PLEASE RETURN TO:
M.R. Green
12926 Broncroft Ct.
Houston, TX 77044
an

SC

ja l

e d u c a t io n a l o p p o r t u n it y
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August 10, 1997
DEPARTMENT o f
CURRICULUM ANO INSTRUCTION
COLLEGE O F EDUCATION

Dr. Barbara S. Nielsen, State Superintendent o f Education
South Carolina Department of Education
1006 Rutledge Building
1429 Senate Street
Columbia, SC 29201
Dear Dr Nielson:
In an attempt to conduct research on the accountability and testing programs in the educational systems of
the United States, it has been determined from the Educau'on Commission o f the States (ECS)
Clearinghouse publications that your state administers a test to determine students who are eligible for
high school graduation.
Therefore, this letter is twofold: (I) we would like to obtain your permission to use whatever
disaggregate group data you may have on the students in your state: and (2) we would also like for you to
identify- a person in your agency that we can communicate with in obtaining these data.
The title of my dissertation is “The performance o f African Am erican and lower-income students on
standardized tests. This study will examine the academic performance of African American and
lower-income students in high schools who have taken state-mandated tests. Specifically, the researcher
• will be concerned with the results of the high school students' 1996 -1997 academic performance on state
mandatory competency tests.
This effort would simply mean filling out a brief questionnaire and providing the researcher with
cumulative test data from students at the high school levels in your state.
Sincerely,

Approved:

'TT
Dean of the College of Education

d

PLEASE RETURN TO:
M.R. Green
12926 Broncroft Ct.
Houston, TX 77044
an

E O u a l E O u C a t :O N A l O P P O R T U N I T Y

in s t it u t io n
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August 10, 1997
CER aJTTUE n T O F
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
CCLLSCE O P EDUCATION

Dr. Michael A. Moses, Commissioner of Education
Texas Education Agency
William B. Travis Building
1701 North Congress Avenue
Austin, TX 78701-1494
Dear Dr. Moses:
In an attempt to conduct research on the accountability and testing programs in the educational systems of
the United States, it has been determined from the Education Commission of the States (ECS)
Clearinghouse publications that your state administers a test to determine students who are eligible for
high school graduation.
Therefore, tlus letter is twofold: (I) we would like to obtain jour permission to use whatever
disaggregate group data you may have on the students in your state; and (2) we would also like for you to
identify a person in your agency that we can communicate with in obtaining these data.
The title o f my dissertation is “The perform ance o f African Am erican and Icnvcr-income students on
standardized tests. This study will examine the academic performance of African American and
lower-income students in high schools who have taken state-mandated tests. Specifically, the researcher
will be concerned with the results of the high school students" 1996 -1997 academic performance on state
mandatory' competency tesis.
This effort would simply mean filling out a brief questionnaire and providing the researcher with
cumulative test data from students at the high school levels in your state.
Sincerely,

Approved:
Dean of the College of Education

PLEASE RETURN TO:
M.R. Green
12926 Broncroft Ct.
Houston, TX 77044
AN

eq ua l

e d u c a t io n a l o p p o r t u n it y

in s t it u t io n
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August 10, 1997

DEPARTMENT O F
CURRICULUM ANO INSTRUCTION
COLLEGE O P EDUCATION

Dr. Richard T. La Pointe, Superintendent of Public Instruction
Virginia Department of Education
P. O. Box 2120
101 North 14th Street
Richmond, VA 23218-2120
Dear Dr. La Pointe:

:

In an attempt to conduct research on the accountability and testing programs in the educational systems of
the United States, it has been determined from the Education Commission of the States (ECS)
Clearinghouse publications that your state administers a test to determine students who are eligible for
high school graduation.
Therefore, this letter is twofold: (1) we would like to obtain your permission to use whatever
disaggregate group data you may have on the students in your state; and (2) we would also like for you to
identify a person in your agency that we can communicate with in obtaining these data.
The title of my dissertation is "The performance o f African American and lo^-er-income students on
standardized tests. This study will examine the academic performance of African American and
lower-income students in high schools who have taken state-mandated tests. Specifically, the researcher
will be concerned with the results of the high school students’ 1996 -1997 academic performance on state
mandatory competency tests.
This effort would simply mean filling out a brief questionnaire and providing the researcher with
cumulative test data from students at the high school levels in your state.
Sincerely,

Approved:

'

Dean of the College of Education y

Approved:
Chairman of D issertationC om m inee

PLEASE RETURN TO:
M.R. Green
12926 Broncroft Ct.
Houston, TX 77044
A N E C U A L E D U C A T I O N A L O P P O R T U N I T Y i n S T i T U T 'C N
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DEPARTMENT o f EDUCATION
4 STATE C A PITO L MALL • LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS 72201-1071 • (501) 682-4475
GENE W ILHOIT. Director. General Education D ivision

August 8, 1997

Mavis R. Green
12926 Broncroft Court
Houston, Texas 77044
Dear Mavis:
I am enclosing state level results from the High School Proficiency Exam given in 1996 which
you may use in your study. These results are assembled to show achievement by ethnic group;
however, we do not delineate the results o f this exam by socioeconomic status. Please
understand that this mandate thest does not involve withholding diplomas as a sanction. It is also
important for you to note that the 1996 High School Proficiency Exam was a new test and that no
retesting was provided for students who did not perform satisfactorily.
You may contact Dr. Gayle Potter at 501-682-4556, regarding information about
High
School Proficiency Exam and other assessment issues/ I wish you good luck with your research.
Q irm < »rf»Iv

Gene Wilhoit
GW/gp/mk
Enclosures
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT O F EDUCATION
Frank T. Brogan
C om m issioner of Education

David M osrie. Director
Division of Public Schools
and CQtnmurlity Education

August 20 1997

Ms. Mavis R. Green
12926 Broncroft Court
Houston, Texas 77044
Dear Ms. Green:
Your recent letter to the Florida Commissioner of Education Frank Brogan has been
received. The Commissioner forwarded your letter to me for response. We appreciate
your interest in the Florida accountability and student assessment programs.
You have requested access to certain test results for Florida students but were not specific
in identifying exactly what information is desired T tfwefhre suggest that you contact
the state assessment program director.CDr. Thomas H. Fishery His address is: Florida
Department o f Education, 325 West Gaines Street, Room 414, Tallahassee, Florida,
32399-0400. I am sure Dr. Fisher can respond to your questions and determine whether
there is information that may be useful to your dissertation study.
I suggest that you also look at the Department’s home page on the Internet since it
includes information about our state testing programs. Load your Internet browser with
the following URL:
www. fim. edu/ doe/doehome. html
Sincerely,

David Mosrie
DM/tfw

325 West Gaines Street • Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0400 • Suite 514 • (850) 488-25.01
An affirm ativ e actio n / e q u a l o p p o rtu n ity em p lo y er
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Indiana Department of Education
Center for Assessment, Research, and Information Technology
Room 229, State House - Indianapolis, IN 46204-2798
/
Telephone: (317) 232-9050

August 19, 1997
Ms. Mavis R. Green
12926 Broncroft Court
Houston, Texas 77044
Dear Ms. Green:
I am writing you in response to your letter requesting data from the upcoming fail administration
o f the ISTEP-r Graduation Qualifying Examination. The fall administration o f the grade 10
Qualifying Examination will be administered for the first time in Indiana on September 22-25.
We will be collecting data related to ethnicity but not socioeconomic status. The data will be
available in February o f 1998 when the state results are received in our office. Feel free to use me
as your Indiana Department of Education contact person. My name is- Fonn Moreland and m v_
telephone number is (317) 232-9050. You may also contact me via e-mail at
Jmorelan(a).doe.state. in. us.
Good luck on your dissertation and I will look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

John M. Moreland
Educational Consultant
Division of Assessment

O ffice L ocation - Tw o M arket Square C enter - 2 5 1 E a st O hio S tr e e t
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September 4, 1997
Marvis R. Green
12926 Broncroft Ct.
Houston, Texas 77044
Dear Ms. Green:
This is in response to your letter o f August 10, 1997 in which you requested Louisiana high
school students’ mandatory testing data for your dissertation study. As you know, Louisiana
requires public high school students to pass the Graduation Exit Examination (GEE) for
graduation. The GEE measures curricuia-based proficiencies in five subject areas (i.e., English
language arts, mathematics, written composition, science, and social studies). Students in the
10th grade take the written composition, English language arts, and mathematics tests and
students in the 11th grade take the science and social studies tests.
Any researchers who are interested in using the GEE test data should provide a mini proposal
stating objectives and perspectives o f the study, methods and/or techniques to be used,
educational importance o f the study, and die testing year(s) which are needed. The GEE data file
includes student demographic information (e.g., gender, ethnicity, and free lunch), and individual
student scores (e.g., raw scores, scale scores, domain scores, and standard scores). Attached is a
copy o f the Data Access Request Form stating detailed procedure for requesting Louisiana test
data.
In addition to the data file in an electronic form, hard copies of disaggregation results (e.g.,
subgroup reports by gender, ethnicity, and education category) are also available for any
interested researchers. Please contact Dr. Fen C. Chou, Psychometrician, Bureau of Pupil
Accountability, at (504) 342-3265 to request test data or hard copy reports.
Sincere! v.

Cecil J. Picard
State Superintendent of Education
Attachment
CJP:RSC:FCC
c:

Mari Ann Fowler
Rebecca Christian
Fen C. Chou
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N ovem b er 19, 1997
M s. M arvis R. Green
12926 Broncroft CL
H ouston, T exas 77044
D ear M s. Green:
This is in response to your letter o f N ovem ber 3, 1997. in which you requested
inform ation about A fiican-A m erican/low er-incom e students in Louisiana districts. I have
en closed a co p y o f SRS Funded 1995 Totals and Percentages by Districtfo r Race,
Special Education, and Free/Reduced Lunch, w hich provides district-level inform ation
about total number and percentage o f A frican-A m erican students and students receiving
free/reduced lunch. I have also enclosed a cop y o f Louisiana Public School Districts
Superintendents, 1997-98, w hich provides inform ation about address and telephone
number o f each district school board o ffice.
I h op e these enclosed materials are helpful to you. I f I can be o f further assistance,
please contact m e at (504) 342-3265.
Sincerely,

Fen C. C hou
Psychom etrician
D ivision o f Student Standards and A ssessm ents
Enclosure
c:

Scott Norton

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"
R e p r o d u c e d with p e r m i s s io n of t h e co p y rig h t o w n er. F u r th e r r e p r o d u c tio n prohibited w ith o u t p e r m is s io n .
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I am req u estin g p erm issio n to u s e Louisiana Educational A s s e s s m e n t Program
d ata for research p u rp o se s ( s e e attach ed proposal).

N am e
P o sitio n

___

—
__________________________________________

A d d r e s s __________________________________________________

I a ls o a ck n o w led g e that all ind ividu al stu d en t information is confidential, and I
a g r e e to maintain confidentiality regarding all sp e c ific stu d e n ts.

S ig n a tu re

Date

A pproval:_____________________________ __
R eb ecca S. Christian, D irector
Bureau o f Pupil A ccou n tab ility
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>ls o f N o r t h Carolina
D e p a r tm e n t o f Pub lic In str u c tio n
M ich a el E.W ard, State S u p e r in te n d e n t

S ta te Board o f E d u c a tio n
Jay R ob in son , C h airm an
h t tp ://w w w .d p i.s ta t e .n c .u s

August 27, 1997

Ms. Mavis R. Green
12926 Broncroft Ct.
Houston, TX 77044

Dear Ms. Green:

I am writing in response to your August 10, 1997, letter in which you have
requested information on the results o f North Carolina’s 1996-1997 state mandatory
competency test. If you will forward your questionnaire and other pertinent information
to Mr. Louis Fabrizio. Director o f Accountability, Department o f Puhlic Tncmirrinr^
Education Building, 301 N. Wilmington St., Raleigh, North Carolina, he will assist you
with your request.
Thank you for your interest in this very important topic. Good luck as you move
forward with dissertation.

Sincerely,

Michael E. Ward

MEW:MT
cc: Lou Fabrizio

301 N. W ilm in g to n S tr e e t • R aleigh , N orth C a ro lin a 2 7 6 0 1 -2 8 2 5
An Equal Opportunity/Affirm ative Action Em ployer
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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THE STATE OF LEARNING

THE STATE ED U C A T IO N DEPARTM ENT/THE UNIVERSITY O F THE STATE O F NBA YORK/ALBANY. N '? • 2 2 3 4

August 27, 1997
Ms. Mavis R. Green
12926 Broncroft Court
Houston, TX 77044
Dear Ms. Green:
Commissioner Mills has asked me to respond to your letter asking for information on high
school students’ academic performance on state mandatory competency tests. New York State
requires that students demonstrate competency in six areas to qualify for high school graduation.
These areas are reading, writing, mathematics, science, U.S. history and government, and global
studies. The two main avenues for demonstrating competency are the Regents examinations and
the_Regents competency tests. ( Performance data for the 1996-97 examinations will not T5e~
available before January 1998.v''These data are not collected by racial/ethmcTbackground. " We~drr
however aggregate school data into categories according to the percentage of minority students in
the school.
__________________
;'a. discussion of minority performance on State assessments iff 1995-96 is available in New
York: The State o f Learning. The cost of this publication is $12.50 including postage and
handling. Please send your order along with a check or money order payable to the New York
State Education Department to the following address:
The New York State Education Department
Room 309 EB
Albany, NY 12234.
State and district-level information are available on the Department’s web site,
www.nvsed.gov/chap655/index.html. The data on the web, however, are not aggregated by either
race/ethnicity or poverty. If you have additional questions, you can call me at (518) 473-8011.
Sincerely,
7 T ] oaJ0Jl^

6 - ff\u J W jU

Martha P. Musser, Ph.D.
Associate in Educational Research
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P u b l i c S c h o o l s of North Carolina

n o
k

State Board o f Education
Phillip J. Kirk, Jr., Chairman

Department o f Public Instruction
Michael E.Ward, State Superintendent

http://www.dpi.state.nc.us

February 23, 1998

Mavis R. Green
12926 Broncroft Court
Houston, Texas 77044
Dear Mavis:
In response to your request for information for your research project, I am sending
you the 1997 Statistical Profile; and a printout of our 1997-98 Actual Membership of
LEAs by ranking. This printout is for Grades 9-12 and includes extended day.
Please note that due to time restraints we cannot research all of the data you
requested. However, you may contact the U. S. Department of Education (NCES) to
collect additional data. For further information, you may also access our DPI
homepage on the internet at http://www.dpi.state.nc.us.
I wish you much success as you complete your research project and hope this
information will be useful to you.
Sincerely,

Louis M. Fabrizio, Director
Accountability Services
LMF:lrs
Enclosure

301 N.Wilmington Street, Raleigh, North Carolina 27601-2825
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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A u gu st 15, 1997

Dr. Barbara Stock Nielsen
State S uperintendent ot Education

M s . M a v is R. G resn
1 2 9 2 6 B roncroft Court
H o u sto n , T ex a s 7 7 0 4 4
D e a r M s. Green:

>

^

-

In resp on se to you r letter o f July 2 8 , 1997, y o u m ay co n ta ct:© r. _Dian'a~ J:
A s h a ^ f ^ .D ir e c t o r o f the D e p a r to e n ils -O fh c e o f-R esea rch for the inform ation y o u
are requesting. S h e~m ay be reach ed by m ail at 1106 R u tled ge B u ild in g, 1429
S en a te Street, C olu m bia, South C arolina, 2 9 2 0 1 , and b y telep hon e at f8 0 3 ) 7 3 4 824 5. ■
D r. A sh w orth w ill be able to p rovid e to y o u state, district, a n d 'sc h o o l le v e l
te stin g data b y dem ographic ca teg o ry for the E xit E xam in ation , ad m in istered
an n u ally to tenth graders^ ^ T h e 1 9 9 6 -9 7 data w ill b e availab le for relea se on
~ S e p te m b e r 10, 1 9 9 1~.
S in cerely,

Barbara S. N ie lse n , E d .D /
State Superintendent o f E d ucation

1429 SENATE STREET

COLUMBIA. SOUTH CAROLINA 29201

(803) 734-8492

FAX (803) 734-8624
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C o m m i s s i o n e r o f E d u c a t io n

September8, 1997

Ms. Mavis R. Green
12926 Broncroft Court
Houston, Tx 77044
Dear Ms. Green,
In response to your August 10, 1997, letter to Dr. Moses, the Student Assessment Division of the Texas
Education Agency (TEA) can assist you with your data request We can assist you with your questionnaire and
provide you with the available test results from the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills (TAAS) program for
the 1996-97 school year.
For your information, TEA maintains a home page on the Internet at the following URL address:
http://www.tea.state.tx.us. The TEA web site provides useful information about the accountability and
assessment programs in Texas. The assessment information posted under the Student Assessment heading
includes the spring 1997 statewide TAAS results and the Technical Digest. Some of the assessment topics
include frequently asked questions, test schedules, statutory and administrative code, and technical reports and
related studies.
Please contact me^at (512) 463-9536 to discuss the details of your data request

Sincerely,

Shannon Housson
Educational Program Director
Student Assessment Division

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

C O M M O N W E A L T H of VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT O F EDUCATION
P. O. Box 2120
Richmond, Virginia 23218-2120

Ric h a r d T. La Po in t e

Office: (804) 225-2023
Fax: (804) 371-2099

Superintendent of Public Instruction

August 5, 1997

Dr. Mavis R. Green
12926 Broncroft Court
Houston, Texas 77044
Dear Dr. Green:
I am replying to your letter o f July 28, 1997, regarding the test administered by the
Virginia Department o f Education that students must pass to graduate from high school.
A copy o f the 1997 report on the Literacy Testing Program that is designed to determine
whether or not students are competent in reading, writing, and mathematics is enclosed for your
convenience. Please feel free to use any data that you need from the report.
Ms. Cameron Harris is the assistant superintendent for assessment and reporting in the
Department o f Education. Please get in touch with Ms. Harris if additional information is needed
about the testing program. Ms. Harris’s mailing address is P. O. Box 2120, Richmond, Virginia
23218-2120; her telephone number is f804) 225-2913
Sincerely,

Richard T. La Pointe
RTL/HLS/jd
Enclosure
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States that require mandatory competency exit exams for
high, school diploma
States that do not require mandatory competency exit exams for
high school diploma

Figure I:

Map o f US (20 states)
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STATE DEMOGRAPHIC DATA SURVEY- (HIGGINS SURVEY)
DIRECTIONS: Do not write your name on this form. It will be coded without your
name and your answers will be used for research purposes only. It is necessary to have
your responses about your state’s school districts and high schools having 29.5% African
American and 65 % lower-income students. Please complete this section carefully and
accurately. Check only the items that describe your state.
(1)

Does your state have a mandated test for high school graduation?
Y e s No
If yes, what is the name o f it?

(2)

Does your state education agency disseminate disaggregate test data?
Y es No

(3)

Does the state have an accountability rating scale for public schools?
Y es No
If Yes, give the criteria for accountability ratings for public schools.

If No, give the system(s) o f evaluation used for school-wide assessment within the
state.

(4)

What is the number of school districts in the state?
200 - Below
201-500
501 - 800
801 - 1100
1101 - Above

(5)

What is the number o f high school campuses within the state having 29.5% African
American and 65% lower-income students?
100 - Below
301 - 500
701 -900
901 - 1100
1101- Above

(6)

What is the number o f high school locations within the state in the following
categories?
Urban
Rural

with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

(7)
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What is the number of high schools within the state in the following categories?
Large
Average
Small

(8)

'What is the percent of students in each ethnic group within the state?
Hispanic (not white)
White
Black
Asian
Other

(9)

What is the number of principals in the following categories within the state?
Male
Female

(10)

What is the number of principals in the following categories within the state?
Hispanic (not white)
White
Black
Asian
Other

(11)

What are the average student/teacher ratios in the following categories within the
state?
Urban
Rural

(12)

What is the average annual expenditure per student within the state in the
following categories?
$ 4 ,0 0 0 - Below
$ 4 ,0 0 1 - $ 6 ,0 0 0
$ 6,001 - $ 8,000
$ 8,001 - $ 10,000

$ 1 0 ,0 0 1

(13)

- Above

What is the average district wealth (total district budget) within the state in the
following categories?
$10,000,000 or less
$ 1 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 1 -1 0 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0
$ 1 0 0 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 1 - Above
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